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Introduction 

Add-in Express for Internet Explorer and .NET is a programming tool designed to simplify 

and speed up the development of add-ons for Internet Explorer in Visual Studio through 

the consistent use of the RAD paradigm. It provides a number of specialized components 

that allow developers to walk through the interface-programming phase to the functional 

programming phase in no time. 
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Why Add-in Express? 

The Microsoft IE SDK gives developers the ability to extend Internet Explorer with Browser Extensions. This 

term includes features such as shortcut menu extensions, custom toolbars, Explorer bars, and Browser Helper 

Objects (BHOs). Further on, we will use the term "add-on" instead of Browser Extensions. 

When creating IE add-ons with Add-in Express, you overcome the basic problem – building your solutions into the 

IE application. Based on the True RAD paradigm, Add-in Express saves the time that you would have to spend 

on research, prototyping, and debugging numerous issues when creating an add-on for IE in Visual Studio. 

Add-in Express provides you with simple tools for creating version-neutral, secure, isolated, managed, and 

deployable extensions for Internet Explorer. 

• Managed IE add-ons 

You develop them in every programming language available for Visual Studio .NET. 

• Isolated IE add-ons 

Add-in Express loads add-ons into separate application domains. Therefore, they do not have a chance to break 

down Internet Explorer. 

• Version-neutral IE add-ons 

The Add-in Express programming model and its core are version-neutral. That is, you can develop one add-on 

that will work in Internet Explorer 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11. 

• Deployable IE add-ons 

Add-in Express automatically supplies you with a setup project making your solution ready-to-deploy. 

http://www.add-in-express.com/
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System Requirements 

Visual Studio Editions 

• Visual Studio 2017 Professional, Enterprise and Community 

• Visual Studio 2015 Professional, Enterprise and Community 

• Visual Studio 2013 Professional, Premium, Ultimate and Community  

• Visual Studio 2012 Professional, Premium and Ultimate 

• Visual Studio 2010 Professional, Premium and Ultimate 

.NET Framework 

• .NET Framework 2.0, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, 4.5 

Languages 

• Visual Basic .NET 

• Visual C#  

• Visual C++ 

Internet Explorer 

• Internet Explorer 6.x 

• Internet Explorer 7.x (32-bit and 64-bit) 

• Internet Explorer 8.x (32-bit and 64-bit) 

• Internet Explorer 9.x (32-bit and 64-bit) 

• Internet Explorer 10.x (32-bit and 64-bit) 

• Internet Explorer 11.x (32-bit and 64-bit) 

http://www.add-in-express.com/
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Technical Support 

Add-in Express is developed and supported by the Add-in Express Team, a branch of Add-in Express Ltd. 

The Add-in Express web site at www.add-in-express.com  provides a wealth of information and software 

downloads for Add-in Express developers, including the Learning Center  and HOWTOs  sections with sample 

projects answering most common "how to" questions. 

For technical support through the Internet, e-mail us at support@add-in-express.com or use our forums . We are 

actively participating in these forums.  

http://www.add-in-express.com/
http://www.add-in-express.com/
http://www.add-in-express.com/learning-center/internet-explorer-addons.php
http://www.add-in-express.com/support/add-in-express-howto.php
mailto:support@add-in-express.com
http://www.add-in-express.com/forum/
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Installing and Activating 

There are two main points in the Add-in Express installation. First off, you have to specify the development 

environments in which you are going to use Add-in Express. Second, you need to activate the product. What 

follows below is a brief guide on activation. 

Activation Basics 

During the activation process, the activation wizard prompts you to enter your license key. The key is a 30-

character alphanumeric code shown in six groups of five characters each (for example, AXN4M-GBFTK-3UN78-

MKF8G-T8GTY-NQS8R). Keep the license key in a safe location and do not share it with others. This license key 

forms the basis for your ability to use the software. 

For purposes of product activation only, a non-unique hardware identifier is created from general information that 

is included in the system components. At no time are files on the hard drive scanned, nor is personally identifiable 

information of any kind used to create the hardware identifier. Product activation is completely anonymous. To 

ensure your privacy, the hardware identifier is created by what is known as a "one-way hash". To produce a one-

way hash, information is processed through an algorithm to create a new alphanumeric string. It is impossible to 

calculate the original information from the resulting string. 

Your license key and a hardware identifier are the only pieces of information required to activate the 

product. No other information is collected from your PC or sent to the activation server. 

If you choose the Automatic Activation option of the activation wizard, the wizard attempts to establish an 

online connection to the activation server, www.activatenow.com . If the connection is established, the wizard 

sends both the license key and the hardware identifier over the Internet. The activation service generates an 

activation code using this information and sends it back to the activation wizard. The wizard saves the activation 

code to the registry. 

If an online connection cannot be established (or you choose the Manual Activation option), you can activate 

the software using your web browser. In this case, you will be prompted to enter the license key and a hardware 

identifier on a web page, and you will get an activation code. This process finishes with saving the activation code 

to the registry. 

Activation is completely anonymous; no personally identifiable information is required. The activation code can be 

used to activate the product on that computer an unlimited number of times. However, if you need to install the 

product on several computers, you will need to perform the activation process again on every PC. Please refer to 

your end-user license agreement for information about the number of computers you can install the software on. 

http://www.add-in-express.com/
http://www.activatenow.com/
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Setup Package Contents 

The Add-in Express for Internet Explorer and .NET setup program installs the following folders on your PC: 

• Bin – binary files 

• Docs – documentation 

• Images – icons 

• Redistributables –  redistributable files including interop assemblies 

• Sources – Add-in Express source code (see the note below).  

Please note that the source code of Add-in Express is or is not delivered depending on the product package 

you purchased. See the Feature Matrix  page on our web site for details. 

Add-in Express for IE and .NET setup program installs the following text files on your PC: 

• licence.txt – EULA 

• readme.txt – short description of the product, support addresses and such 

• whatsnew.txt – this file describes the latest information on the product features added and bugs fixed. 

 

http://www.add-in-express.com/
http://www.add-in-express.com/programming-internet-explorer/featurematrix.php
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Getting Started 

In this chapter, we guide you through the following steps of developing Add-in Express projects:  

• Creating an Add-in Express project 

• Adding Add-in Express components to the designer  

• Building, registering, and debugging the Add-in Express project 

• Tuning up the Add-in Express loader based setup project  

• Deploying your project to a target PC 

 

These are the sample projects described in this chapter: 

• My First IE Add-on 

• My First IE Bar 

• My First IE Toolbar 

 

http://www.add-in-express.com/
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My First IE Add-on 

Step #1. Creating an IE Add-on Project 

Make sure that you have administrative permissions. Then start Visual Studio via Run as Administrator. 

In Visual Studio, open the New Project dialog and navigate to the Extensibility folder.  

 

Choose Add-in Express IE Add-on and click OK.  

This starts the IE Add-on project wizard. 

The wizard allows choosing your programming language and specifying the oldest IE version your add-on needs 

to support. 

http://www.add-in-express.com/
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Choosing a particular IE version will add corresponding interop assemblies to the project. Later on, in case you 

need to support an older or a newer IE version, you will be able to replace interop assemblies and reference them 

in your project. If you are in doubt, choose Internet Explorer 6 as the minimum supported IE version. If you 

need background information, see What are interop assemblies? 

Choose your programming language and the minimum IE version that you want to support and click Next.  

http://www.add-in-express.com/
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If you don't know anything about strong names or don't have a special strong name key file, choose Generate 

new. If you are in doubt, choose Generate new. If you need to use a specific strong name key file later on, you 

will be able to specify its name on the Signing tab of your project properties; you are required to unregister your 

add-on project before using another strong name. 

Choose Generate new or specify an existing .snk file and click Next. 

The project wizard creates and opens a new solution in the IDE.  

http://www.add-in-express.com/
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The solution contains the only project, IE add-on project. The project contains the IEModule.vb (or IEModule.cs) 

file discussed in the next step. 

Step #2. IE Module 

The IE module – IEModule.vb (or IEModule.cs) – is the core part 

of the project. It is a container for components essential for the 

functionality of your add-on. You specify add-on properties in the 

module's properties, add the components to the module's 

designer, and write the functional code of your add-on in this 

module. To review its source code, in the Solution Explorer, right-

click IEModule.vb (or IEModule.cs) and choose View Code in the 

popup menu.  

In the code of the module, pay attention to the following points: 

• the comment line in the constructor of the module  

It suggests that you write any initialization code in the OnConnect 

event of the module, not in the constructor. Why? The fact is that an instance of the module is created when the 

http://www.add-in-express.com/
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IE extension is being registered or unregistered. That is, the constructor of the module can be executed when the 

module isn't loaded in IE and if your code doesn't expect this, an exception may occur. On the other hand, 

OnConnect is the very first event the module generates when it is loaded into IE. So, following this 

recommendation saves your debugging time. 

• the IEApp and HTMLDocument properties 

These properties are added by the IE add-on project wizard. You use them as entry points to the corresponding 

object models; see Step #7. Intercepting IE Events and Step #8. Intercepting HTML Events. 

Step #3. IE Module Designer 

In the Solution Explorer, right-click the IEModule.vb (or IEModule.cs) file and choose View Designer in the 

popup menu. 

The designer view provides access to the following three areas: 

• Add-in Express Toolbox – (#1 in the screenshot below) it 

contains commands; clicking a command adds a 

corresponding Add-in Express component onto the module; 

• IE module designer - (#2 in the screenshot below) it is a usual 

designer; 

• Help panel – see #3 in the screenshot below. 

http://www.add-in-express.com/
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The module provides a number of properties and commands. The properties are available in the Properties window 

when you click the designer surface of the module. The commands are available in the context menu of the 

module's designer.  

http://www.add-in-express.com/
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Step #4. Custom Toolbars in IE 

In the Add New Item dialog, you choose the Add-in Express IE Toolbar item and click OK.  

 

This adds an Add-in Express IE toolbar to your project.  

http://www.add-in-express.com/
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The Add-in Express IE toolbar is based on ADXIEToolbar, which descends from 

System.Windows.Forms.UserControl. You populate the designer surface of the Add-in Express IE with 

controls that constitute the user interface of your toolbar.  

To provide the IE module with information on how to deal with your IE toolbar class, you create an 

ADXIEToolbarItem object and add it to the Toolbars collection of the IE module. You activate the designer of 

the IE module and perform the steps below: 

• open the property editor of the Toolbars property; 

http://www.add-in-express.com/
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• add an ADXIEToolbarItem to the Toolbars collection and set item properties; pay attention to the 

ToolbarType property, it's where you specify the name of the toolbar class.  

http://www.add-in-express.com/
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To access the IE toolbar from your IE module, you use theModule.Toolbars to get a collection of 

ADXIEToolBarItem objects; every object provides access to the ToolBarObj property, which returns the 

corresponding ADXIEToolbar. For instance, the code below demonstrates calling a public method defined in an 

ADXIEToolbar from the IE module: 

Calling a method defined in an ADXIEToolbar from the IE Module 

'VB.NET 

Dim toolbarItem As AddinExpress.IE.ADXIEToolBarItem = Me. ToolBars(0) 

Dim toolbarObj As AddinExpress.IE.ADXIEToolbar = toolbarItem. ToolBarObj 

Dim myToolbar As MyIEAddon1.MyIEToolBar1 = _ 

    CType(toolbarObj, MyIEAddon1.MyIEToolBar1) 

myToolbar.MyMethod() 

//C# 

AddinExpress.IE.ADXIEToolBarItem toolbarItem = this.ToolBars[0]; 

AddinExpress.IE.ADXIEToolbar toolbarObj = toolbarItem.ToolBarObj; 

MyIEAddon1.MyIEToolBar1 myToolbar = toolbarObj as MyIEAddon1.MyIEToolBar1; 

myToolbar.MyMethod(); 

To access the IE module form the IE toolbar, use ADXIEToolbar.Module. 

http://www.add-in-express.com/
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See also Video HowTo: Add any .net controls to Internet Explorer toolbars (VB.NET) , Video HowTo: Create an 

Internet Explorer add-on for IE 6, 7 and 8 in VB.NET . 

Step #5. Custom Bars in IE 

In the Add New Item dialog, you choose the Add-in Express IE Bar item and click OK.  

 

This adds an Add-in Express IE bar to your project.  

http://www.add-in-express.com/
http://www.add-in-express.com/creating-addins-blog/2010/07/28/ie-toolbars-video-howto/
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The Add-in Express IE toolbar is based on ADXIEBar, which descends from 

System.Windows.Forms.UserControl. You populate the component with controls that constitute the user 

interface of your toolbar.  

To provide the IE module with information on how to deal with your IE bar class, you create an ADXIEBarItem 

object and add it to the Bars collection of the IE module. You activate the designer of the IE module and perform 

the steps below: 

• open the property editor of the Bars property; 

http://www.add-in-express.com/
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• add an ADXIEBarItem to the Bars collection and set item properties; pay attention to the BarType property, 

it's where you specify the name of the IE bar class. 

http://www.add-in-express.com/
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To access the IE bar from your IE module, you use theModule.Bars to get a collection of ADXIEBarItem 

objects; every object provides access to the BarObj property, which returns the corresponding ADXIEBar. For 

instance, the code below demonstrates calling a public method defined in an ADXIEBar from the IE module: 

Calling a method defined in an ADXIEBar from code running in the IE Module 

'VB.NET 

Dim barItem As AddinExpress.IE.ADXIEBarItem = Me.Bars(0) 

Dim barObj As AddinExpress.IE.ADXIEBar = barItem.BarObj 

Dim myBar As MyIEAddon1.MyIEBar1 = CType(aBar, MyIEAddon1.MyIEBar1) 

myBar.MyMethod() 

//C# 

AddinExpress.IE.ADXIEBarItem barItem = this.Bars[0]; 

AddinExpress.IE.ADXIEBar barObj = barItem.BarObj; 

MyIEAddon1.MyIEBar1 myBar = barObj as MyIEAddon1.MyIEBar1; 

myBar.MyMethod(); 

To access the IE module form the IE bar, use ADXIEBar.Module. 

See also Video HowTo: Create a custom Explorer bar for Internet Explorer (VB.NET) , Video HowTo: Create an 

Internet Explorer add-on for IE 6, 7 and 8 in VB.NET . 

http://www.add-in-express.com/
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Step #6. Custom Main Menu Commands 

You add an ADXIEMainMenu component onto the IE module and use the property editor of the 

ADXIEMainMenu.Items property to add a custom item to a specified top-level menu item (of the 

ADXIEMainMenuItem type). The required steps are listed below. 

Right-click the designer surface of the IE module and choose Add Main Menu in the context menu 

 

This adds an ADXIEMainMenu component onto the IE module.  

http://www.add-in-express.com/
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In the Properties window, open the property editor of the ADXIEMainMenu.Items property.  

http://www.add-in-express.com/
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In the property editor window, add an ADXIEMainMenuItem specifying a top-level item in the BuiltinMenu 

property; top-level menu items are File, Edit, etc.  

http://www.add-in-express.com/
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Select the top-level item, add an ADXIEMenuItem and set its properties. In this sample project, we set the 

properties as shown below: 

http://www.add-in-express.com/
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Now you can handle the OnClick event of the ADXIEMenuItem: 

Showing/hiding an IE bar. The same approach is applicable for an IE toolbar. 

'VB.NET 

Imports System.Windows.Forms 

Imports AddinExpress.IE 

... 

Dim flag As Boolean = False 

Private Sub AdxieMenuItem1_OnClick(sender As System.Object, _ 

        eventObject As System.Object) _ 

        Handles AdxieMenuItem1.OnClick 

    Dim dummy As Object = Nothing 

    Dim show As Object = flag 

    Dim guid As Object = Type.GetType("MyIEAddon1.MyIEBar1").GUID.ToString("B") 

    IEApp.ShowBrowserBar(guid, show, dummy) 

    flag = Not flag 

End Sub 

Note that specifying the ADXIEMenuItem.Shortcut property requires setting the HandleShortcuts property 

of the module to true. 

See also Video HowTo: Customize main and context menus in Internet Explorer (VB.NET) , Video HowTo: 

Create an Internet Explorer add-on for IE 6, 7 and 8 in VB.NET . 
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Step #7. Custom Context Menu Commands 

The IE module provides the ContextMenu property.  

 

In its property editor, you add a component(s) of one of the types below: 

• ADXIEContextMenuCommandItem 

• ADXIEContextMenuSeparatorItem 

• ADXIEContextMenuPopupItem 
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These components provide the Contexts and ExtendedContexts properties. You use them to specify the 

context in which the corresponding context menu items will be shown: e.g. if you choose Anchor in the Contexts 

property, you will be able to choose Anchor and/or Link in ExtendedContexts. In the same fashion, you can 

limit your context menu items to any given HTML control type(s). 

Getting the right-clicked and selected elements 

'VB.NET 

Imports System.Windows.Forms 

Imports AddinExpress.IE 

… 

Private Sub AdxieMenuItem2_OnClickEx(sender As System.Object, _ 

    e As ADXIEMenuItemClickEventArgs) Handles AdxieMenuItem2.OnClickEx 

 

    Dim result As String = "" 

    Dim selection As mshtml.IHTMLSelectionObject = _ 

        CType(e.Selection, mshtml.IHTMLSelectionObject) 

    If selection IsNot Nothing Then 

        Dim textRange As mshtml.IHTMLTxtRange = _ 

            TryCast(selection.createRange(), mshtml.IHTMLTxtRange) 

        If textRange IsNot Nothing Then 
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            If Not String.IsNullOrEmpty(textRange.text) Then 

                result = "Selection: " + textRange.text + vbCrLf 

            Else 

                result = "Selection: " + textRange.htmlText + vbCrLf 

            End If 

        End If 

    End If 

 

    Dim element As mshtml.IHTMLElement = CType(e.HTMLElement, mshtml.IHTMLElement) 

    If element IsNot Nothing Then 

        result += "Element: " + element.innerText 

    End If 

    MessageBox.Show(New MyWinApiWindow(Me.ParentHandle), result) 

End Sub 

The MyWinApiWindow type above is a simple class implementing the 

System.Windows.Forms.IWin32Window interface (see MyWinApiWindow Class). The window handle for 

MyWindow is supplied by the ParentHandle property of the module that returns the handle (hwnd) of the tab 

window. Note that you must show messages in this way; otherwise your message box may be shown behind the 

IE window. 

See also Video HowTo: Customize main and context menus in Internet Explorer (VB.NET) . 
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Step #8. Intercepting Keyboard Shortcuts 

Right-click the designer surface of the IE module and choose Add Keyboard Shortcut in the context menu.  

 

This adds an ADXIEKeyboardShortcut component onto the module. Specify the keyboard shortcut in the 

ADXIEKeyboardShortcut.ShortcutText property of the component and handle the OnAction event. Note 

however that intercepting "native" IE shortcuts is not possible. Also note that using the component requires setting 

the HandleShortcuts property of the module to true. 

Executing a script 

VB.NET 

Private Sub AdxieKeyboardShortcut1_OnAction(sender As System.Object) _ 

    Handles AdxieKeyboardShortcut1.OnAction 

 

    Me.HTMLDocument.parentWindow.execScript("Alert()", Nothing) 

End Sub 
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Step #9. Intercepting IE Events 

IE provides a number of events such as DownloadComplete or BeforeNavigate2. All such events are mapped 

to the corresponding events of the IEModule class. The following code sample demonstrates a possible use of 

one of such events: 

Redirecting to a web site. 

Imports AddinExpress.IE 

Imports IE = Interop.SHDocVw 

Private Sub IEModule_BeforeNavigate2 _ 

    (e As ADXIEBeforeNavigate2EventArgs) Handles MyBase.BeforeNavigate2 

    If e.Url.ToString().ToLower().Contains("www.site1.com") Then 

        e.Cancel = True 

        Me.IEApp.Navigate2("www.site2.com") 

    End If 

End Sub 

See also Video HowTo: Create an Internet Explorer add-on for IE 6, 7 and 8 in VB.NET . 
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Step #10. Intercepting HTML Events 

Right-click the designer surface of the IE module and choose Add HTML Events in the context menu. 

 

This adds an ADXIEHTMLDocEvents component onto the module.  
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In the SupportedEvents property of the component, select HTML control type(s) the events of which the 

component will intercept. Then add event handlers to appropriate events of the component. Every such event 

(OnClick is an example) provides the eventObject parameter. See how we use it in the code below: 

Intercepting clicking on HTML anchor elements. 

'VB.NET 

Private Sub AdxiehtmlDocEvents1_OnClick( _ 

        ByVal sender As System.Object, _ 

        ByVal eventObject As System.Object, _ 

        ByVal e As  _ 

            AddinExpress.IE.ADXCancelEventArgs) _ 

        Handles AdxiehtmlDocEvents1.OnClick 

    'System.Diagnostics.Debugger.Launch() 

    Dim eventObj As mshtml.IHTMLEventObj2 = _ 

        CType(eventObject, mshtml.IHTMLEventObj2) 

    Dim elem As mshtml.IHTMLElement = _ 

        Me.HTMLDocument.elementFromPoint(eventObj.clientX, eventObj.clientY) 

    If elem IsNot Nothing Then 

        If TypeOf elem Is mshtml.IHTMLAnchorElement Then 

            Dim anchor As mshtml.IHTMLAnchorElement = _ 
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                CType(elem, mshtml.IHTMLAnchorElement) 

            Dim window As MyWinApiWindow = New MyWinApiWindow(Me.ParentHandle) 

            If System.Windows.Forms.MessageBox.Show(window, _ 

                    "You've clicked the link labelled '" _ 

                    + elem.innerText _ 

                    + "' and pointing to a page at " _ 

                    + anchor.hostname + "." + vbCrLf + vbCrLf + _ 

                    "Do you want to continue?", _ 

                    Me.ModuleName, MessageBoxButtons.YesNo) _ 

                = MsgBoxResult.No _ 

            Then 

                e.Cancel = True 

            End If 

        End If 

    End If 

End Sub 

The MyWinApiWindow type above is a simple class implementing the 

System.Windows.Forms.IWin32Window interface (see MyWinApiWindow Class). The window handle for 

MyWindow is supplied by the ParentHandle property of the module that returns the handle (hwnd) of the tab 

window. Note that you must show messages in this way; otherwise your message box may be shown behind the 

IE window. 

 Step #11. Running the IE Add-on 

Register the add-on and restart IE. To register 

the add-on, choose Register Add-in 

Express Project in the Build menu. 

 

 

Step #12. Debugging the IE Add-on 

To debug an IE extension, you need to use 

Attach to Process in the Debug menu. When attaching to an IE process, make sure that the column Type 

for the process contains the string “Managed” (see the screenshot below). This choice is quite natural because 

your extension can be loaded into a managed-code process only.  

Find more details in How to: Attach to a Running Process . 
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Step #13. Deploying the IE Add-on 

Note that IE add-ons must be registered in HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE (HKLM) and, consequently, administrative 

permissions are required when installing an IE add-on. The table below contains links to corresponding step-by-

step instructions describing installing and updating an IE add-on. 

How you install the IE extension  

A user runs the installer from a CD/DVD, hard disk or local network location 
Windows Installer 

ClickTwice :) 

A user runs the installer by navigating to a web location or by clicking a link. ClickTwice :) 

What's next? 

IE may run multiple windows and processes. Accordingly, multiple instances of your add-on can be created, each 

instance running in a different thread and even process. Check IE Essentials where we describe how to deal with 

this. 
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My First IE Bar 

Step #1. Creating an IE Bar Project 

Make sure that you have administrative permissions. Then start Visual Studio via Run as Administrator. 

In Visual Studio, open the New Project dialog and navigate to the Extensibility folder.  

 

Choose Add-in Express IE Bar and click OK.  

This starts the IE Bar project wizard. 

The wizard allows choosing your programming language and specifying the oldest IE version your toolbar needs 

to support. 
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Choosing a particular IE version will add corresponding interop assemblies to the project. Later on, in case you 

need to support an older or a newer IE version, you will be able to replace interop assemblies and reference them 

in your project. If you are in doubt, choose Internet Explorer 6 as the minimum supported IE version. If you 

need background information, see What are interop assemblies? 

Choose your programming language and the minimum IE version that you want to support and click Next.  
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If you don't know anything about strong names or don't have a special strong name key file, choose Generate 

new. If you are in doubt, choose Generate new. If you need to use a specific strong name key file at a later point 

of time, you will be able to specify its name on the Signing tab of your project properties; you are required to 

unregister your IE bar project before using another strong name. 

Choose Generate new or specify an existing .snk file and click Next. 

The project wizard creates and opens a new solution in the IDE.  
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The solution contains the only project, IE bar project. The project contains the IEBarModule.vb (or IEBarModule.cs) 

file discussed in the next step. 

Step #2. IE Bar Module 

IEBarModule.vb (or IEBarModule.cs) is the core part of the project. It 

is a container for components essential for the functionality of your 

IE bar. You specify bar properties in the module's properties, add the 

components to the module's designer, and write the functional code 

of your IE bar in this module. To review its source code, in the 

Solution Explorer, right-click IEBarModule.vb (or IEBarModule.cs) 

and choose View Code in the popup menu.  

In the code of the module, pay attention to the following points: 

• the comment line in the constructor of the module  

It suggests that you write any initialization code in the OnConnect 

event of the module, not in the constructor. Why? The fact is that an 

instance of the module is created when the IE extension is being registered or unregistered. That is, the constructor 
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of the module can be executed when the module isn't loaded in IE and if your code doesn't expect this, an exception 

may occur. On the other hand, OnConnect is the very first event the module generates when it is loaded into IE. 

So, following this recommendation saves your debugging time. 

• the IEApp and HTMLDocument properties 

These properties are added by the IE bar project wizard. You use them as entry points to the corresponding object 

models; see Step #7. Intercepting IE Events and Step #8. Intercepting HTML Events. 

Step #3. IE Bar Module Designer 

In the Solution Explorer, right-click the IEBarModule.vb (or 

IEBarModule.cs) file and choose View Designer in the popup 

menu. 

The designer view provides access to the following two areas: 

• IE Bar module designer - (#1 in the screenshot below) it is a 

usual designer; 

• Help panel – see #2 in the screenshot below. 

The areas are shown in the screenshot below: 
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The module provides a number of properties and commands. The properties are available in the Properties window when you click the 

designer surface of the module. The properties include Position and Title. The commands are available in the context menu of the 

module's designer. 

On the other hand, ADXIEBarModule descends from System.Windows.Forms.UserControl and that means you can 

add any .NET control onto the designer surface of the module.  

Let's add a button showing a message box. The code below demonstrates  how to do this correctly, doing this in any other way may show the 

message box behind the IE window: 

Private Sub Button1_Click(sender As System.Object, e As System.EventArgs) _ 

    Handles Button1.Click 

    Dim window As MyWinApiWindow = New MyWinApiWindow(Me.ParentHandle) 

    System.Windows.Forms.MessageBox.Show(window, _ 

        "This is my first button in IE", Me.Title) 

End Sub 

Note that specifying the ADXIEMenuItem.Shortcut property requires setting the HandleShortcuts property 

of the module to true. The MyWinApiWindow type above is a simple class implementing the 

System.Windows.Forms.IWin32Window interface (see MyWinApiWindow Class). The window handle for it is 
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supplied by the ParentHandle property of the module that returns the handle (hwnd) of the tab window. Note 

that you must show messages in this way; otherwise your message box may be shown behind the IE window. 

Step #4. Custom Main Menu Commands 

You add an ADXIEMainMenu component onto the IE bar module and use the property editor of the 

ADXIEMainMenu.Items property to add a custom item to a specified top-level menu item (of the 

ADXIEMainMenuItem type). The required steps are listed below. 

Right-click the designer surface of the IE bar module and choose Add Main Menu in the context menu. 

 

This adds an ADXIEMainMenu component onto the IE bar module.  
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In the Properties window, open the property editor of the ADXIEMainMenu.Items property 
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In the property editor window, add an ADXIEMainMenuItem specifying a top-level item in the BuiltinMenu 

property; top-level menu items are File, Edit, etc.  
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Select the top-level item, add an ADXIEMenuItem and set its properties. In this sample project, we set the 

properties as shown below: 
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Now you can handle the OnClick event of the ADXIEMenuItem: 

Navigating to a page. 

Imports AddinExpress.IE 

... 

Private Sub AdxieMenuItem1_OnClick(sender As System.Object, _ 

        eventObject As System.Object) _ 

        Handles AdxieMenuItem1.OnClick 

 

    Dim URL As String = "www.mysite.com" 

    Dim Flags As Object = Nothing 

    Dim TargetFrameName As Object = Nothing 

    Dim PostData As Object = Nothing 

    Dim Headers As String = "My referrer" 

    IEApp.Navigate2(URL, Flags, TargetFrameName, PostData, Headers) 

    ' See also http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa752094(VS.85).aspx 

End Sub 

Note that specifying the ADXIEMenuItem.Shortcut property requires setting the HandleShortcuts property 

of the module to true. 
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Step #5. Custom Context Menu Commands 

The IE bar module provides the IEContextMenu property. In its property editor, you add a component(s) of one 

of the following types: 

• ADXIEContextMenuCommandItem 

• ADXIEContextMenuSeparatorItem 

• ADXIEContextMenuPopupItem 

 

These components provide the Contexts and ExtendedContexts properties. You use them to specify the 

context in which the corresponding context menu items will be shown: e.g. if you choose Anchor in the Contexts 

property, you will be able to choose Anchor and/or Link in ExtendedContexts. In the same fashion, you can 

limit your context menu items to any given HTML control type(s). 

Getting the IE version and the status of Protected Mode. 

'VB.NET 

Imports System.Windows.Forms 

Imports AddinExpress.IE 

... 
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Private Sub AdxieMenuItem1_OnClick(sender As System.Object, _ 

        eventObject As System.Object) _ 

        Handles AdxieMenuItem1.OnClick 

     Dim s As String = "IE" + Me.IEVersion.ToString() + ". " 

     If Me.IEVersion <> 6 Then 

          Dim pAPI As ADXIEProtectedModeAPI = New ADXIEProtectedModeAPI() 

          If pAPI.IsProtectedModeOn() Then 

               s += "Protected Mode: On." 

          Else 

               s += "Protected Mode: Off." 

        End If 

    Else 

        s += "Protected Mode: N/A." 

    End If 

    MessageBox.Show(New MyWinApiWindow(Me.TabWindowHandle), s, Me.Title) 

End Sub 

Note that specifying the Shortcut property requires setting the HandleShortcuts property of the module to 

true. The MyWinApiWindow type above is a simple class implementing the 

System.Windows.Forms.IWin32Window interface (see MyWinApiWindow Class). The window handle for it is 

supplied by the TabWindowHandle property of the module that returns the handle (hwnd) of the tab window. Note 

that you must show messages in this way; otherwise your message box may be shown behind the IE window. 

Step #6. Intercepting Keyboard Shortcuts 

Right-click the designer surface of the IE bar module and choose Add Keyboard Shortcut in the context menu. 

This adds an ADXIEKeyboardShortcut component onto the module. Specify the keyboard shortcut in the 

ADXIEKeyboardShortcut.ShortcutText property of the component and handle the OnAction event. Note 

however that intercepting "native" IE shortcuts is not possible. Also note that using the component requires setting 

the HandleShortcuts property of the module to true. 
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Step #7. Intercepting IE Events 

IE provides a number of events such as DownloadComplete or BeforeNavigate2. All such events are mapped 

to the corresponding events of the IEBarModule class. The following code sample demonstrates a possible use 

of one of such events: 

Modifying the document by adding a script and a button that calls the script 

'VB.NET 

Private Sub IEBarModule_DownloadComplete() Handles MyBase.DownloadComplete 

    If ThisIsMyPage(Me.HTMLDocument.url) Then 

        Dim doc As mshtml.HTMLDocument = Me.HTMLDocument 

        If doc.body IsNot Nothing Then 

            Try 

                Dim myScript As String = _ 

                    "function ShowAlert(){alert(""" & "Hello" & """);}" 

                Dim isMyScriptCreated As Boolean = False 

                Dim scripts As mshtml.IHTMLElementCollection = doc.scripts 

                If scripts IsNot Nothing Then 

                    For i As Integer = 0 To scripts.length - 1 
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                        Dim script As mshtml.IHTMLScriptElement = _ 

                            TryCast(scripts.item(Nothing, i), _ 

                                mshtml.IHTMLScriptElement) 

                        If script IsNot Nothing Then 

                            If script.text IsNot Nothing Then 

                                If script.text = myScript Then  

                                    isMyScriptCreated = True 

                                End If 

                            End If 

                            Marshal.ReleaseComObject(script) 

                        End If 

                        If isMyScriptCreated Then Exit For 

                    Next 

                    Marshal.ReleaseComObject(scripts) 

                End If 

                If Not isMyScriptCreated Then 

                    Dim head As mshtml.HTMLHeadElementClass = _ 

                        TryCast(CType(doc.all.tags("head"), _ 

                                mshtml.IHTMLElementCollection).item(Nothing, 0), _ 

                            mshtml.HTMLHeadElementClass) 

                    If head IsNot Nothing Then 

                        Dim script As mshtml.IHTMLScriptElement = _ 

                            CType(doc.createElement("script"), _ 

                                mshtml.IHTMLScriptElement) 

                        script.type = "text/javascript" 

                        script.text = myScript 

                        head.appendChild(script) 

                    End If 

                End If 

            Catch e As InvalidCastException 

                System.Windows.Forms.MessageBox.Show( _ 

                    New MyWinApiWindow(Me.ParentHandle), _ 

                    e.Message + vbCrLf + e.StackTrace) 

            End Try 

 

            Dim newButton As String = _ 

                "<input type=""button"" name=""myButton""" + _ 

                onClick=""ShowAlert();"" value=""Click me!"">" 

            Me.HTMLDocument.body.insertAdjacentHTML("beforeEnd", newButton) 

        End If 

    End If 

End Sub 

Step #8. Intercepting HTML Events 

Right-click the designer surface of the IE bar module and choose Add HTML Events in the context menu.  
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This adds an ADXIEHTMLDocEvents component onto the module. In the SupportedEvents property of the 

component, select HTML control type(s) the 

events of which the component will intercept. 

Then add event handlers to appropriate 

events of the component. Every such event 

(OnClick is an example) provides the 

eventObject parameter, which you can 

cast to mshtml.IHTMLEventObj2, for 

instance. 

Step #9. Running the IE Bar 

Register the IE bar and restart IE. To register 

the IE bar, choose Register Add-in 

Express Project in the Build menu. 
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Step #10. Debugging the IE Bar 

To debug an IE extension, you need to use Attach to Process in the Debug menu. When attaching to an IE 

process, make sure that the column Type for the process contains the string “Managed” (see below). This choice 

is quite natural because your extension can be loaded into a managed-code process only. 

 

Find more details in How to: Attach to a Running Process . 

Step #11. Deploying the IE Bar 

Note that IE bars can be registered either in HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE (HKLM) or in HKEY_CURRENT_USER 

(HKCU). That is, you can develop a per-user or per-machine IE bar. The table below contains links to 

corresponding step-by-step instructions describing installing and updating of an IE bar. 

How you install the IE extension A per-user IE bar A per-machine IE bar 

A user runs the installer from a CD/DVD, 

hard disk or local network location 

Windows Installer 

ClickTwice :) 

Windows Installer 

ClickTwice :) 
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A corporate admin uses Group Policy to 

install your IE extension for a specific 

group of users in the corporate network; 

the installation and registration occurs 

when a user logs on to the domain.  

Windows Installer N/A 

A user runs the installer by navigating to 

a web location or by clicking a link. 
ClickTwice :) ClickTwice :) 

What's next? 

IE may run multiple windows and processes. Accordingly, there may be multiple instances of your IE bar created, 

each running in a different thread and even process. Check IE Essentials where we describe how to deal with this. 
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My First IE Toolbar 

Step #1. Creating an IE Toolbar Project 

Make sure that you have administrative permissions. Then start Visual Studio via Run as Administrator. 

In Visual Studio, open the New Project dialog and navigate to the Extensibility folder.  

 

Choose Add-in Express IE ToolBar and click OK.  

This starts the IE toolbar project wizard. 

The wizard allows choosing your programming language and specifying the oldest IE version your add-on needs 

to support. 
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Choosing a particular IE version will add corresponding interop assemblies to the project. Later on, in case you 

need to support an older or a newer IE version, you will be able to replace interop assemblies and reference them 

in your project. If you are in doubt, choose Internet Explorer 6 as the minimum supported IE version. If you 

need background information, see What are interop assemblies? 

Choose your programming language and the minimum IE version that you want to support and click Next.  
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If you don't know anything about strong names or don't have a special strong name key file, choose Generate 

new. If you are in doubt, choose Generate new. If you need to use a specific strong name key file at a later point 

of time, you will be able to specify its name on the Signing tab of your project properties; you are required to 

unregister your toolbar project before using another strong name. 

Choose Generate new or specify an existing .snk file and click Next. 

The project wizard creates and opens a new solution in the IDE.  
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The solution contains the only project, IE toolbar project. The project contains the IEToolbarModule.vb (or 

IEToolbarModule.cs) file discussed in the next step. 

Step #2. IE Toolbar Module 

IEToolbarModule.vb (or IEToolbarModule.cs) is the core part of the 

project. It is a container for components essential for the functionality 

of your IE toolbar. You specify add-on properties in the module's 

properties, add the components to the module's designer, and write 

the functional code of your IE toolbar in this module. To review its 

source code, in the Solution Explorer, right-click 

IEToolbarModule.vb (or IEToolbarModule.cs) and choose View 

Code. In the code of the module, pay attention to the following 

points: 

• the comment line in the constructor of the module  

It suggests that you write any initialization code in the OnConnect event of the module, not in the constructor. 

Why? The fact is that an instance of the module is created when the IE extension is being registered or 

unregistered. That is, the constructor of the module can be executed when the module isn't loaded in IE and if 
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your code doesn't expect this, an exception may occur. On the other hand, OnConnect is the very first event the 

module generates when it is loaded into IE. So, following that recommendation saves your debugging time. 

• the IEApp and HTMLDocument properties 

These properties are added by the IE toolbar project wizard. You use them as entry points to the corresponding 

object models; see Step #7. Intercepting IE Events and Step #8. Intercepting HTML Events. 

Step #3. IE Toolbar Module Designer 

In the Solution Explorer, right-click the IEToolbarModule.vb (or 

IEToolbarModule.cs) file and choose View Designer in the popup 

menu. 

The designer view provides access to the following areas: 

• IE Toolbar module designer - (#1 in the screenshot below) it is 

a usual designer; 

• Help panel – see #2 in the screenshot below. 

The areas are shown in the screenshot below: 
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The module provides a number of properties and commands. The properties are available in the Properties window when you click the 

designer surface of the module. The properties include Position and Title. The commands are available in the context menu of the 

module's designer. 

On the other hand, ADXIEToolbarModule descends from System.Windows.Forms.UserControl and that means you 

can add any .NET control onto the designer surface of the module.  

Let's add a button showing a message box. The code below demonstrates  how to do this correctly, doing this in any other way may show the 

message box behind the IE window: 

Private Sub Button1_Click(sender As System.Object, e As System.EventArgs) _ 

    Handles Button1.Click 

    Dim window As MyWinApiWindow = New MyWinApiWindow(Me.ParentHandle) 

    System.Windows.Forms.MessageBox.Show(window, _ 

        "This is my first button in IE", Me.Title) 

End Sub 

MyWinApiWindow above is a simple class implementing the System.Windows.Forms.IWin32Window 

interface (see MyWinApiWindow Class). The window handle for MyWindow is supplied by the ParentHandle 

property of the module that returns the handle (hwnd) of the window, which is the parent of the IE toolbar window; 
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you might also need to use handles provided by TabWindowHandle or MainWindowHandle properties of the 

ADXIEToolbarModule.  

Step #4. Custom Main Menu Commands 

You add an ADXIEMainMenu component onto the IE toolbar module and use the property editor of the 

ADXIEMainMenu.Items property to add a custom item to a specified top-level menu item (of the 

ADXIEMainMenuItem type). The required steps are listed below. 

Right-click the designer surface of the IE toolbar module and choose Add Main Menu in the context menu. 

 

This adds an ADXIEMainMenu component onto the IE toolbar module:  
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In the Properties window, open the property editor of the ADXIEMainMenu.Items property. 
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In the property editor window, add an ADXIEMainMenuItem specifying a top-level item in the BuiltinMenu 

property; top-level menu items are File, Edit, etc.  
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Select the top-level item, add an ADXIEMenuItem, and set its properties. In this sample, we set the properties as 

shown below: 
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Now you can handle the OnClick event of the ADXIEMenuItem: 

Private Sub AdxieMenuItem1_OnClick(sender As System.Object, _ 

        eventObject As System.Object) _ 

        Handles AdxieMenuItem1.OnClick 

    AdxieMenuItem1.Checked = Not AdxieMenuItem1.Checked 

End Sub 

Note that specifying the ADXIEMenuItem.Shortcut property requires setting the HandleShortcuts property 

of the module to true. 
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Step #5. Custom Context Menu Commands 

The IE toolbar module provides the IEContextMenu property. In its property editor, you add a component(s) of 

one of the following types: 

• ADXIEContextMenuCommandItem 

• ADXIEContextMenuSeparatorItem 

• ADXIEContextMenuPopupItem 

 

These components provide the Contexts and ExtendedContexts properties. You use them to specify the 

context in which the corresponding context menu items will be shown: e.g. if you choose Anchor in the Contexts 

property, you will be able to choose Anchor and/or Link in ExtendedContexts. In the same fashion, you can 

limit your context menu items to any given HTML control type(s). 
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Step #6. Intercepting Keyboard Shortcuts 

Right-click the designer surface of the IE toolbar module and choose Add Keyboard Shortcut in the context 

menu. This adds an ADXIEKeyboardShortcut component onto the module. Specify the keyboard shortcut in 

the ADXIEKeyboardShortcut.ShortcutText property of the component and handle the OnAction event. 

Note however that intercepting "native" IE shortcuts is not possible. Also note that using the component requires 

setting the HandleShortcuts property of the module to true. 
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Step #7. Intercepting IE Events 

IE provides a number of events such as DownloadComplete or BeforeNavigate2. All such events are mapped 

to the corresponding events of the IEToolbarModule class. The following code sample demonstrates a possible 

use of one of such events: 

Module-script two-way interaction 

'VB.NET 

Imports System.Windows.Forms 

Imports AddinExpress.IE 

Imports System.Reflection 

'... 

Private Sub IEToolbar_DownloadComplete() Handles MyBase.DownloadComplete 

    If Not ThisIsMyPage(Me.HTMLDocument.url) Then Return 

    Try 

        Dim scriptEngine As Object = Me.HTMLDocument.Script 

        scriptEngine.GetType().InvokeMember("myAddon",_ 

            BindingFlags.SetProperty, Nothing, scriptEngine, New Object() {Me}) 

    Catch ex As Exception 

    End Try 

 

'<html><head><script type="text/javascript"> 

'var myAddon = null; 

'function MyFunction()  

'{ 

'    if(myAddon != null) 

'    { 

'        myAddon.MyMethod("okay"); 

'    } 

'    else 

'        alert("The add-on isn't registered"); 

'} 

'</script></head><body> 

'<input type="button" name="button1" value="Click me!" onclick="MyFunction();"> 

'</body></html> 

End Sub 

 

Public Sub MyMethod(param As String) 

    MessageBox.Show(New MyWinApiWindow(Me.ParentHandle), param) 

End Sub 
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Step #8. Intercepting HTML Events 

Right-click the designer surface of the IE bar module and choose Add HTML Events in the context menu.  

 

This adds an ADXIEHTMLDocEvents component onto the module. In the SupportedEvents property of the 

component, select HTML control type(s) the events of which the component will intercept. Then add event handlers 

to appropriate events of the component. Every such event (OnClick is an example) provides the eventObject 

parameter, which you can cast to mshtml.IHTMLEventObj2, for instance. 
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Step #9. Running the IE Toolbar 

Register the IE toolbar and restart IE. To 

register the IE toolbar, choose Register 

Add-in Express Project in the Build 

menu. 

 

 

 

Step #10. Debugging the IE Toolbar 

To debug an IE extension, you need to use Attach to Process in the Debug menu. When attaching to an IE 

process, make sure that the column Type for the process contains the string “Managed” (see below). This choice 

is quite natural because your extension can be loaded into a managed-code process only. 

 

Find more details in How to: Attach to a Running Process . 
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Step #11. Deploying the IE Toolbar 

Note that IE toolbars must be registered in HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE (HKLM) and, consequently, administrative 

permissions are required when installing an IE toolbar. The table below contains links to corresponding step-by-

step instructions describing installing and updating of an IE toolbar. 

How you install the IE extension  

A user runs the installer from a CD/DVD, hard disk or local network location 
Windows Installer 

ClickTwice :) 

A user runs the installer by navigating to a web location or by clicking a link. ClickTwice :) 

What's next? 

IE may run multiple windows and processes. Accordingly, there may be multiple instances of your IE toolbar 

created; each running in a different thread and even process. Check IE Essentials where we describe how to deal 

with this. 
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Deploying IE Extensions 

How to deliver the new functionality your IE extension provides to the end user? How to update your IE extension? 

Problems, solutions, step-by-step instructions. 

• All Deployment Technologies at a Glance 

• Deployment: Things to Consider 

• Creating MSI Installers 

• ClickTwice :) Deployment 

• Deployment Step-by-steps 
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All Deployment Technologies at a Glance 

Table 1. Deployment technologies. Short descriptions. 

Windows Installer 
You create a regular .MSI installer to install both per-user and per-machine IE extensions. 

To update your IE extension, you uninstall its current version and install the new one. 

ClickTwice :) 

This is a custom MSI-based Web deployment technology. ClickTwice :) allows standard 

users and admins to run MSIs from the web (Internet and Intranet) for installing and 

updating per-user and per-machine IE extensions.  

Table 2. Deployment technologies. Detailed Comparison. 

Feature Windows Installer  ClickTwice :)  

Update from the Web No Yes 

Post-installation rollback No No 

Security permissions granted Grants Full Trust by default Grants Full Trust by default 

Security permissions required Standard user or Administrator Standard user or Administrator 

Installation-time user interface Multipart Wizard Multipart Wizard 

Installation of shared files Yes Yes 

Installation of drivers 
Yes  

(with custom actions) 

Yes  

(with custom actions) 

Installation to Global Assembly Cache Yes Yes 

Installation for multiple users Yes Yes 

Add entry to Start menu Yes Yes 

Add entry to Startup group Yes Yes 

Add entry to Favorites menu Yes Yes 

Register file types Yes Yes 

Install time registry access Yes Yes 

Binary file patching Yes Yes 

Installation location 
Changed by the user during the 

installation 

Changed by the user during the 

installation 

Table 3. Deployment technologies. Links to step-by-step instructions. 

How you install the IE extension A per-user IE bar 
A per-machine IE bar, IE 

toolbar, IE add-on 
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A user runs the installer from a CD/DVD, 

hard disk or local network location 

Windows Installer 

ClickTwice :) 

Windows Installer 

ClickTwice :) 

A corporate admin uses Group Policy to 

install your IE extension for a specific 

group of users in the corporate network; 

the installation and registration occurs 

when a user logs on to the domain.  

Windows Installer N/A 

A user runs the installer by navigating to 

a web location or by clicking a link. 
ClickTwice :) ClickTwice :) 
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Deployment: Things to Consider 

How Your IE Extension Is Registered 

A setup project created as described in Creating MSI Installers uses adxregistrator.exe as a custom action. 

When you run the installer and adxregistrator.exe is invoked, it performs the following steps: 

• Loads the .NET Framework,  

• creates an instance of the Add-in Express module used in your IE extension project,  

• invokes the registration code provided by the Add-in Express module.  

When doing all the things above, adxregistrator.exe writes them into a log file, its default location is  

{user profile}\AppData\Local\Temp\<ProductName>\adxregistrator.log. 

What follows below is a description of the process and how you can customize it. 

Loading the Assembly 

adxregistrator.exe supports /install and /uninstall switches. They accept a string parameter containing the 

file name of the assembly that is to be registered / unregistered.  

adxregistrator.exe /install="MyAddin1.dll"  

All add-in files including dependencies and the Add-in Express assemblies must be located in the folder 

where adxregistrator.exe is run. 

Determining Privileges 

To put it simply, all IE extensions require registering in HKLM, the only exception is the per-user IE bar. Naturally, 

registering anything in HKLM requires administrative permissions. Accordingly, a per-user IE bar can be installed 

by a standard user. 

Loading CLR 

By default, adxregistrator.exe loads the latest version of the .NET Framework installed on the PC. This can be a 

problem if your assembly uses components depending on the .NET Framework version. To bypass this, you use 

the /CLRVersion switch that accepts a string value in the format below: 

major[[.minor].build] 
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The value you assign to a switch is processed as follows: 

• /CLRVersion="2.0.50727" refers to the specified build of the .NET Framework. If the build with the exact 

build number is not installed on the PC, the newest of all .NET Framework versions installed on the PC will 

be loaded. This will also occur if any other build of .NET Framework 2.0 is installed on the PC. 

• /CLRVersion="2.0" refers to any build of .NET Framework 2.0. In a hypothetical scenario with the now 

non-existing .NET Framework 2.1 installed, using /CLRVersion="2.0" will result in loading the latest 

version of the .NET Framework installed on the PC (after the registrar does not find .NET Framework 2.0). 

• /CLRVersion="2" refers to any build of .NET Framework 2. 

If the specified version of the .NET Framework is not installed on the PC, the newest of all .NET Framework 

versions installed on the PC is loaded instead. 

Creating an Instance of the Module 

After the CLR is loaded, the registrar creates an AppDomain, loads the assembly specified by you (see Loading 

the Assembly), creates an instance of the Add-in Express module defined in the assembly and run the registration 

code that every Add-in Express module provides. If the assembly includes several Add-in Express modules 

(=several IE extensions), the registrar processes all of them in turn.  

An Important Note 

Creating an instance of the module invokes the module's constructor. It means that you should foresee the situation 

in which the module is created outside of IE. If you don't, a run-time exception may prevent your IE extension from 

being registered or unregistered. The simplest way to bypass this is not to write custom code in the constructor of 

the module. Instead, you can use the events the module provides. 

Do not write custom code in the constructor of the module. 

Note that if a variable in the module is declared on the class level, the initializer of the variable is called even before 

the constructor of the module. That is why all the reasoning for not using custom code in the module's constructor 

does apply to initializers. 

Do not use initializers of complex-type variables declared on the class level in the module. 

Running the Registration Code 

Every Add-in Express module provides a static (Shared in VB.NET) method with the ComRegisterFunction 

attribute applied. That method invokes the registration code defined in the base class of the module. Note that if 

you create a custom static (Shared in VB.NET) method and apply ComRegisterFunction to it, the method 
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will be executed during registration. The ComUnregisterFunction attribute is processed in a similar fashion; if 

this attribute is applied to a method, the method will be called while unregistering the extension. There's no way to 

predict or change the order in which methods having such attributes are called. 

Get details about plug-in registration/unregistration 

The process of registration/unregistration is documented in a log file, the default location of which is {user 

profile}\AppData\Local\Temp\<ProductName>\adxregistrator.log. The registrar supports the /LogFileLocation 

switch that allows you to specify the path and file name of the log file. Also, the log file will not be generated if you 

use /GenerateLogFile=false; omitting that switch means the file will be generated. 

When specifying the path to the log file, you can refer to a system folder using a wide-spread notation, a sample 

of which is %UserProfileFolder%. Below is the list of supported folder IDs; you can find their definitions here

:  

• ProgramFilesX64Folder 

• RoamingAppDataFolder 

• DesktopFolder 

• PersonalFolder 

• InternetCacheFolder 

• LocalAppDataFolder 

• AppDataFolder 

• DocumentsFolder 

• MyDocumentsFolder 

• UserProfileFolder 

• ProgramFilesFolder 

• CommonProgramDataFolder 

• PublicDocumentsFolder 

• PublicDesktopFolder 

• ProgramFilesX64CommonFolder 

• ProgramFilesCommonFolder 

The supported macro characters are as follows: <>, &&, [], $$, %%. 

Exit Code 

If a custom action returns a non-zero exit code, the .MSI installer produces nasty dialogs that may scare the end-

user and produce extra problems for the developer. That is why, the default value of the /ReturnExitCode 

switch supported by the registrar is false. Nevertheless, in custom scenarios you may want to be notified about 
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problems as soon as possible. Set the switch to true and get a value that you can decipher using the information 

supplied here .  

How Your IE Extension Loads into IE 

Registry Entries 

Any IE extension must be installed and registered because IE looks for extensions in the registry. In other words, 

to get your IE extension to work, 1) corresponding files must be installed to a location accessible by all users of 

the extension and 2) proper registry keys must be created. The necessity to create registry entries is the reason 

why you cannot use XCOPY deployment when developing an IE extension. 

Although Add-in Express creates all registry entries for you, you might need to use them when debugging or 

deploying your IE extension. You can find all the registry entries required for registration of your IE extension in 

this article on MSDN: Creating Custom Explorer Bars, Tool Bands, and Desk Bands . 

Add-in Express Loader 

IE is unmanaged while you create a managed IE extension. Therefore, there must be some software located 

between IE and your code. That software is called a shim. Shims are unmanaged DLLs that isolate your IE 

extension in a separate application domain. 

When you install your IE extension, the corresponding registry settings will point to the shim. And the shim will be 

the first DLL examined by IE when it starts loading the extension.  

Add-in Express provides the shim of its own, called Add-in Express loader. The loader (adxloader.dll, 

adxloader64.dll) is a pre-compiled shim not bound to any certain Add-in Express project. Instead, the loader uses 

the adxloader.dll.manifest file containing a list of .NET assemblies to be registered as IE extensions. The loader's 

files (adxloader.dll, adxloader64.dll and adxloader.dll.manifest) must be located in the Loader subdirectory of the 

Add-in Express project folder. When a project is being rebuilt or registered, the loader files are copied to the 

project's output directory. You can sign the loader with a digital signature and, in this way, create trusted IE 

extensions. The source code of the loader is available on request for Premium customers only. 

Add-in Express Loader Manifest 

The manifest (adxloader.dll.manifest) is the source of configuration information for the loader. Below, you see the 

content of a sample manifest file. 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 

<configuration> 

  <assemblyIdentity name="MyIEAddon14, PublicKeyToken=f9f39773da5c568a" /> 

  <loaderSettings generateLogFile="true" shadowCopyEnabled="false" 

                  privileges="administrator" configFileName="app.config" 

                  clrVersion="{major[[.minor].build]}"> 
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    <logFileLocation>C:\MyLog.txt</logFileLocation> 

  </loaderSettings> 

</configuration> 

The manifest file allows generating the log file containing useful information about errors on the add-in loading 

stage. The default location of the log file is {user profile}\AppData\Local\Temp\<ProductName>\adxloader.log; the 

ProductName part in the path reflects the ProductName field of AssemblyInfo.cs (AssemblyInfo.vb). You can 

change the location using the logFileLocation node; relative paths are also acceptable. The manifest file allows 

you to disable the Shadow Copy feature of the Add-in Express loader, which is enabled by default (see Deploying 

– Shadow Copy). The privileges attribute accepts the "user" string indicating that the Add-in Express based setup 

projects can be run with non-administrator privileges. Please, note, any other value will require administrator 

privileges to install your project.  

On value that you supply to clrVersion, see Loading CLR. 

Note that you can run regsvr32 against the adxloader.dll. If a correct manifest file is located in the same folder, 

this will register all Add-in Express projects listed in the loader manifest. 

How the Loader Works 

Consider an ideal case, when all required files are supplied, registry keys are created and permissions are correct. 

If so, when IE discovers an appropriate registry key (see Registry Entries), it finds the loader's DLL, loads it and 

calls a method implemented by the loader in accordance with COM rules. The loader initializes CLR (Common 

Language Runtime), reads the manifest, creates an AppDomain, loads your assembly into the domain, and 

creates an instance of the module of your project (this runs the constructor of the module). Then the loader 

generates the OnConnect event, connects the module to the IE and HTML events and waits for the event that 

indicates the end of the job. When such an event occurs, the loader disconnects the module from the events, and 

generates the OnDisconnect event of the module. You can find some background info in Insight of Add-in 

Express Loader . 

Get details about plug-in loading 

If the manifest requires creating a log file (see the generateLogFile attribute at Add-in Express Loader Manifest), 

the log file is created in the location specified by the manifest or in {user 

profile}\AppData\Local\Temp\<ProductName>\adxloader.log (default). 

Note that the log is re-created when IE loads the extension. 

Installing and Registering 

When you run the installer on the target machine, the question arises: where to install the IE extension? Note that 

per-user extensions (and only IE bars can be per-user) are called so because a standard user is able to install 

them; that means that the user may install a per-user extension to any folder accessible for the user. A per-machine 

extension requires administrative permissions and, consequently, only administrators can install it; the target folder 

must be accessible by all users of the extension.  
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Although, in the general case, you cannot prevent the user from choosing an incorrect folder, you can provide a 

valid default installation location. If you create a setup project using the Setup Project Wizard, it analyzes 

RegisterForAllUsers of the Add-in Express module used in your project and creates a setup project that is 

ready to install the files mentioned in Files to Deploy to the following default locations: 

RegisterForAllUsers is missing 

RegisterForAllUsers = True 

RegisterForAllUsers = Flase 

[ProgramFilesFolder][Manufacturer]\[ProductName] [AppDataFolder][Manufacturer]\[ProductName] 

Still, installing an IE extension isn't enough. To get loaded by IE, your IE extension must be described correctly in 

the Windows Registry; see Registry Entries for exact registry locations. Add-in Express writes all required 

information to the correct registry locations so that you usually don't even think about this. 

You cannot deploy an IE extension using XCOPY because this does not create required registry entries. 

Permissions Required 

An IE extension having RegisterForAllUsers set to True or not having that property at all, writes to HKLM 

when it is being registered and thus it can be registered by an administrator only.  

But before being registered, the IE extension must be installed. Only the user having corresponding permissions 

can do this. Of course, this applies to any other software.  

Files to Deploy 

The table below describes the minimal set of files required for your IE extension to run. 

File name Description 

AddinExpress.IE.dll Add-in Express assembly 

Interop assemblies All interops required for your IE extension 

adxloader.dll 32-bit loader; required for IE 32-bit 

adxloader64.dll 64-bit loader; required for IE 64-bit 

adxloader.dll.manifest Loader manifest 

adxregistrator.exe Add-in registrar 

Publishing from the Command Prompt 

Add-in Express provides a command line tool that you use to automate the process of publishing your add-in 

projects. That tool is adxPublisher.exe located in the Bin folder of the Add-in Express installation folder. The utility 
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is provided with the default configuration file; the file is called adxpublisher.exe.config; the file provides options 

and their descriptions. 

To use the utility, you copy the .config file to an appropriate location (beside the project's adxloader.dll.manifest 

file – thank you, David!) and modify it there.  
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Creating MSI Installers 

Installation Software Products Supported by Add-in Express 

Supported are: 

• Visual Studio Installer in VS 2010, 2013, 2015, and 2017. This tool is built in VS 2010. For VS 2013, you need 

to install this  extension; for VS 2015, see here ; VS 2017 – here .. There's no such extension for VS 

2012. 

• InstallShield in VS 2010, 2012, 2013 and 2015. Supported are the Professional edition and higher; the Limited 

and Express editions are not supported. Make sure that the edition that you install gets listed on the About 

dialog window (see menu Help About in the IDE). 

• WiX (Windows Installer XML) Toolset in VS 2010, 2012, 2013 and 2015. Make sure that the WiX version that 

you install gets listed on the About dialog window (see menu Help About in the IDE). 

Setup Project Wizard 

To help you create an installer for your Office extension, Add-in Express provides the setup project wizard 

accessible via menu Project | Create Setup Project in VS.  

Another way to run the wizard is shown in the 

screenshot. 

 

 

Let's run the setup project wizard for the 

sample project described in My First IE Add-

on.  

 

 

 

The setup project wizard provides an extra step when creating a WiX based setup project; see Multiple-

Language Installers. 
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Clicking Finish adds the following setup project to the 

solution (see the screenshot in the right). Let's walk 

through the files. 

AddinExpress.IE.dll is the Add-in Express assembly. 

The loader files (adxloader.dll, adxloader64.dll and 

adxloader.dll.manifest) are taken from the Loader folder 

of your add-on project.  

adxregistrator.exe is a custom action executable that 

registers and unregisters the add-on. 

Interop.SHDocVw.dll and Microsoft.mshtml.dll are 

interop assemblies. 

Note that ieframe.dll and AddinExpress.IE.tlb are 

excluded. You must exclude all .TLB and .OLB files from 

the setup project except for .TLBs required for the functionality of your IE extension. 

Creating a Visual Studio Installer Setup Project Manually 

To create a Visual Studio Installer setup project manually, follow the steps below. To manually create a setup 

project for any other installation software product, you need to "translate" the steps below to the "language" of the 

product that you use. 

You can check all the below-mentioned settings if you create a setup project using the setup project wizard. 

Add a New Setup Project 

Right-click the solution item in the Solution Explorer window and choose Add | New Project. 
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In the Add New Project dialog, select the Setup Project item and click OK. This adds a new setup project 

to the solution. 

File System Editor 

Right-click the newly added setup project item and choose View | File System in the context menu. 

DefaultLocation 

In the File System editor click Application Folder and set the DefaultLocation property (see the 

Properties window) as follows: 

[ProgramFilesFolder][Manufacturer]\[ProductName] 

IE Bar project only. Set the DefaultLocation property as follows: 
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[AppDataFolder][Manufacturer]\[ProductName] 

Primary Output 

Right-click the Application Folder item and choose Add | Project Output. 

 

 

In the Add Project Output Group dialog, select the Primary output and Localized resources items 

of your add-on project and click OK. 
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This adds the following entries to the Application Folder of the setup project. 
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Select AddinExpress.IE.tlb and, in the Properties window, set the Exclude property to True. Also, exclude 

ieframe.dll in the same way. Note that you may get the following dialog, which you can safely ignore: 
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Always exclude all .TLB and .OLB files from the setup project except for .TLBs that you create yourself. 

Project-dependent Resources 

Now you add all resources (e.g. assemblies, DLLs or any resources) required for your project. 

Add-in Express Loader and Manifest 

Add the adxloader.dll, adxloader64.dll and adxloader.dll.manifest files from the Loader subfolder of the add-in 

project directory to the Application Folder of the setup project.  
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MSHTML Interop Assembly 

Add Microsoft.mshtml.dll from the Interop Assemblies folder of the Add-in Express install folder to the Application 

Folder in the setup project. 

 

Custom Actions 

Add the adxregistrator.exe file from the Redistributables folder of the Add-in Express install folder to 

Application Folder. 
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Open the Custom Actions editor and add a new action to the Install, Rollback, Uninstall sections. 

Choose adxregistrator.exe as an item for the custom actions.  
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Add the following values to the Arguments properties of the following custom actions: 

• Install 

/install="MyIEAddon1.dll" /privileges=admin 

• Rollback 

/uninstall="MyIEAddon1.dll" /privileges=admin 

• Uninstall 

/uninstall="MyIEAddon1.dll" /privileges=admin 

Please replace the "MyIEAddon1.dll" strings above with the file name of your add-on.  

IE Bar project only. Use these arguments: 

• Install 

/install="MyIEBar1.dll" /privileges=user 
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• Rollback 

/uninstall="MyIEBar1.dll" /privileges=user 

• Uninstall 

/uninstall="MyIEBar1.dll" /privileges=user 

Please replace the "MyIEBar1.dll" strings above with the file name of your IE bar. 

Dependencies 

Right click on the Detected Dependencies section of the setup project and choose Refresh Dependencies. 

Also, exclude all dependencies that are not required for your setup. 

PostBuildEvent 

Set this property of the setup project as follows: 

{Add-in Express folder}\Bin\adxpatch.exe" "$(BuiltOuputPath)" /UAC=On 

/RunActionsAsInvoker=true 

IE Bar project only. Use this command line: 

{Add-in Express folder}\Bin\adxpatch.exe" "$(BuiltOuputPath)" /UAC=Off 

/RunActionsAsInvoker=true 

Prerequisites 

Right click on the setup project and open the Properties dialog.  

Click on the Prerequisites button and, in the Prerequisites dialog, check all needed prerequisites.  
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You can choose the Download prerequisites from the same location as my application option 

to distribute all prerequisites with the add-in installation package. 

The Final Touch 

Close the setup project. Open the .VDPROJ file of the setup project using NOTEPAD.EXE, find the string below: 

"RequiresElevation" = "11:FALSE" 

Replace it with 

"RequiresElevation" = "11:TRUE" 

IE Bar project only. This change isn’t required in IE Bar projects. 

Deploy 

Rebuild the setup project. Copy all setup files to the target PC and run setup.exe to install the plug-in.  
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WiX Setup Projects 

Creating a WiX Project 

The below is a minimal introduction to using WiX to deploy an IE extension created with Add-in Express. As you 

understand, it is not possible to describe all the features provided by WiX. We recommend that you study the WiX 

manual at http://wix.sourceforge.net/manual-wix3/main.htm . 

The setup project wizard creates a WiX project containing just one file called Product.wxs. The file is the source 

of the configuration information (in the XML format) for the WiX binaries mentioned in the References section of 

the WiX project.  

The product to be installed is described in the tag Product. 

<Product  

  Id="69553541-790c-4326-a49e-657c5fd31596"  

  Name="MyIEAddon1"  

  Language="1033"  

  Version="1.0.0"  

  Manufacturer="MyIEAddon1"  

  UpgradeCode="69553541-790c-4326-a49e-657c5fd31597"  

  Codepage="1252"> 

   

  <Package  

    InstallerVersion="200"  

    Compressed="yes"  

    InstallScope="perMachine"  

    Description="MyIEAddon1" 

    Manufacturer="MyIEAddon1" 

    Languages="1033" 

    SummaryCodepage="1252"  

    InstallPrivileges="elevated" 

  /> 

 

  <!-- Properties for all current versions of the .NET Framework are available here: 

http://wix.sourceforge.net/manual-wix3/wixnetfxextension.htm --> 

  <PropertyRef Id="NETFRAMEWORK40CLIENT"/> 

  <Condition Message="This application requires .NET Framework 4.0. Please install the .NET 

Framework then run this installer again."> 

    <![CDATA[Installed OR NETFRAMEWORK40CLIENT]]> 

  </Condition> 

</Product> 

The set of important tags describes custom actions which register and unregister your IE extension: 

<Binary Id="adxregistrator_exe" 

SourceFile="$(var.ADX_PATH)\Redistributables\adxregistrator.exe" /> 
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<CustomAction Id="RegisterDll" BinaryKey="adxregistrator_exe" Execute="deferred" 

ExeCommand='/install="[INSTALLFOLDER]$(var.MyIEAddon1.TargetFileName)" /privileges=admin 

/returnExitCode=false' Impersonate="yes" /> 

 

<CustomAction Id="UnregisterDll" BinaryKey="adxregistrator_exe" Execute="immediate" 

ExeCommand='/uninstall="[INSTALLFOLDER]$(var.MyIEAddon1.TargetFileName)" /privileges=admin' 

Impersonate="yes" Return="ignore" /> 

 

<InstallExecuteSequence> 

  <Custom Action="RegisterDll" After="SelfRegModules">NOT Installed</Custom> 

  <Custom Action="UnregisterDll" After="SelfUnregModules">Installed</Custom> 

</InstallExecuteSequence> 

And finally, there're tags describing files that will be delivered to the target PC. The minimum set of files includes: 

• your assembly 

• loader manifest 

• 32bit loader 

• 64bit loader 

• Interop for IE 

• Interop for MSHTML 

• AddinExpress.IE.dll 

<Fragment> 

  <ComponentGroup Id="ProductComponents" > 

    <Component Id="ProductComponent" Guid="758f473a-e9a4-4029-8e91-4d6e5489eebf" DiskId="1" 

Directory="INSTALLFOLDER" > 

      <RegistryKey Root="HKLM" Key="Software\[Manufacturer]\[ProductName]"> 

        <RegistryValue Type="string" Name="Installed" Value="[INSTALLFOLDER]" /> 

      </RegistryKey> 

      <File Id="$(var.MyIEAddon1.TargetName)_dll" Name="$(var.MyIEAddon1.TargetFileName)" 

Source="$(var.MyIEAddon1.TargetPath)" /> 

      <File Id="adxloader_dll_manifest" Name="adxloader.dll.manifest" 

Source="$(var.MyIEAddon1.ProjectDir)Loader\adxloader.dll.manifest" /> 

      <File Id="adxloader_dll" Name="adxloader.dll" 

Source="$(var.MyIEAddon1.ProjectDir)Loader\adxloader.dll" KeyPath="yes" />  

      <File Id="adxloader64_dll" Name="adxloader64.dll" 

Source="$(var.MyIEAddon1.ProjectDir)Loader\adxloader64.dll" /> 

      <File Id="Interop_SHDocVw_dll" Name="Interop.SHDocVw.dll" 

Source="$(var.MyIEAddon1.TargetDir)" /> 

      <File Id="Microsoft_mshtml_dll" Name="Microsoft.mshtml.dll" 

Source="$(var.MyIEAddon1.TargetDir)" /> 

      <File Id="AddinExpress_IE_dll" Name="AddinExpress.IE.dll" 

Source="$(var.ADX_PATH)\Bin\" /> 

    </Component> 

  </ComponentGroup> 

</Fragment> 
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Please refer to the WiX manual for more information, see http://wix.sourceforge.net/manual-wix3/main.htm . 

Multiple-Language Installers 

Specifying a localization at the second step of the setup project wizard creates the setup supporting a single 

language: the selected language. To support multiple languages, the wizard provides the third step that allows 

specifying extra languages (see the screenshot below). 
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ClickTwice :) Deployment 

ClickTwice is designed to help you deploy and update per-user and per-machine add-ins over the web. This 

technology allows using your favorite deployment tool to create an .MSI installer. For instance, you can develop 

your setup project in Visual Studio, see Creating MSI Installers.  

Introduction to ClickTwice 

You start with publishing an installer. Open the Publish dialog to specify the .MSI file to be published, the URL 

from which the add-in and updates will be installed, provide certificate info, select prerequisites and choose 

options. You can customize the installation process by providing a custom action DLL containing a ClickTwice 

module; that class provides a programmatic interface to the ClickTwice functionality. 

Clicking the Publish button prepares the files required for your add-in to be deployed and organizes them in 

several folders within the specified folder (local). There are several important files to note:  

• A downloader; this is an unmanaged executable that Add-in Express generates. If no prerequisites are 

specified, it downloads the .MSI file and runs it. The file name of the downloader is set to the name of your 

project, such as myaddin1.exe. 

• A bootstrapper (setup.exe), which is generated only if prerequisites are defined. In this case the downloader 

launches setup.exe, waits for the prerequisites to get installed; and then downloads and runs the .MSI.  

• An updater; this is an unmanaged executable generated by Add-in Express if you choose to use automatic 

updates; find more details in Automatic Updates. 

• Am XML file (version-info.xml) containing version information about updates. 

You copy the complete folder structure including prerequisites and the files described above to a location, which 

is accessible by the end user via the specified URL. Then you provide the user with a link pointing to the 

downloader. The user clicks the link, the browser downloads the downloader and starts it. If prerequisites are 

specified, the downloader starts setup.exe and waits for the prerequisites to be installed. This ends up with the 

downloader downloading the .MSI and running it. Finally, the add-on gets installed.  

Publishing an update modifies the XML file and puts a new bootstrapper, downloader and .MSI to separate folders 

in the same local folder. You copy the folder to the location accessible by end users. When your add-on invokes 

the CheckForUpdates() method, it downloads the XML file and checks the version information. If there's a new 

update, it returns the URL of the new downloader. You call a method to download the file and start it. 
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Publishing with ClickTwice :) 

The features described below can be run from the command prompt; see Publishing from the Command 

Prompt. 

Build the plug-in project and choose Publish ADX Project in the context menu or in the Project menu.  

 

This opens the dialog window discussed in the next section. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Installer File 

Specifying the path to the .MSI installer in the Publish dialog fills in some fields in the upper part of the dialog.  
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Deployment Edition 

Use the Edition dropdown to specify the plugin edition you want to deploy. Predefined are Public and Test 

editions; custom editions are supported. The editions that you specify in the Preferences dialog will be checked, 

downloaded and installed when the plugin checks for updates. 

Publishing Location 

You may publish the installer to a file share or FTP server; publishing to an IIS is not supported. When 

publishing the installer, the Publishing location can be a file path or a path to an FTP server. By default, the 
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Publish wizard suggests publishing your application to the MSIPublish subfolder in the project directory. In 

Publishing location, enter the location using one of the following formats: 

• To publish to a file share, enter the path using either a UNC path such as \\Server\ApplicationName or a file 

path, say C:\Deploy\ApplicationName. 

• To publish to an FTP server, enter the path using the format ftp://ftp.domain.com/ApplicationName. 

Installation URL 

The location from which users download and run the installer may differ from the location where you initially 

published it. For example, in some organizations, a developer might publish an application to a staging server, 

and then an administrator can move the application to a web server. In this case, you can use the Installation 

URL field to specify the Web server to which users will go to download the installer. This step is necessary for Add-

in Express to know where to check for updates. In Installation URL, enter the installation location using a 

fully qualified URL in the format http://www.domain.com/ApplicationName, or a UNC path using the format 

\\Server\ApplicationName. 

If Publishing location and Installation URL are the same, Installation URL will be empty 

when you open the Publish wizard next time. 

Icon File 

You can specify an icon in the Icon file field. The icon will be shown in the downloader window, which is 

displayed when the installer is downloaded from the installation location. 

Custom Actions 

You use the Custom Actions dialog to specify a custom action .DLL to customize the downloader, or the updater, 

or both. To create a custom action .DLL, create a class library project and add a ClickTwice module to the project; 

see the Add New Item dialog of the project. To customize the installation process, you handle the events provided 

by ClickTwice. 
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Preferences 

Click the Preferences button to open the Preferences dialog. 

 

The dialog allows you to specify several UI-related options such as showing the Windows installer UI during 

installation / uninstallation. The Generate multi-language prerequisites option is only available if the 

installer is created using a multi-language setup project; see Multiple-Language Installers. Also, you may choose 

to sign version_info.xml file with a certificate specified in the Publish dialog. 

 

You can customize the downloader window. 
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If the Enable automatic updates checkbox is set, see section Automatic Updates. If it is cleared, you can 

specify an arbitrary string such as the URL of a web page. That string will be returned by the 

CheckForMSIUpdates method, see Updating an IE Extension via ClickTwice :). This allows implementing 

custom update logics, welcome pages, information pages, etc.  

 

You can specify the editions to be checked when the plug-in invokes the CheckForMSIUpdates method. The 

current installer will install new versions of the selected editions. All other editions will be ignored. 
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You can develop Plan B and even Plan C scenarios using this page. It allows specifying static and dynamically 

calculated URLs for your add-in to get updated from. These are useful if the main update location – the URL 

specified in the Installation URL field on the Publish dialog – becomes unavailable.  

 

The settings specified in the Publish dialog can be used to publish the add-in from the command line; see 

Publishing from the Command Prompt. 
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This page allows specifying FTP login parameters.  
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Prerequisites 

Open the Prerequisites dialog and select the prerequisites required by your IE extension. 

 

You must choose the following prerequisites for installing on a clean PC: 

• the .NET Framework version you used when developing your IE extension;  

• Windows Installer 3.1 or 4.5.  

My Prerequisites 

See Custom Prerequisites. 

Certificate 

To sign the installation files, browse for the existing certificate file or click New to create a new one. Enter the 

password for the certificate (optional) and specify the URL of a timestamp server (optional). 
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Clicking Publish 

Everything is ready; let's click the Publish button. 

 

This generates files discussed below. 
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Files Generated by ClickTwice :) 

In the process of publishing controlled by the Publish wizard, you specify the .MSI installer to be published as 

well as the location where subsequent updates of your IE extension will be located. The wizard generates the 

folder structure demonstrated in the screenshot below: 

  

Below, we describe every folder shown in the screenshot.  

Folder Publish 

The root folder of the folder structure created by the Publish wizard is the Publish folder; you can specify any 

other folder, of course. File version-info.xml describes all updates available for the given product. A sample 

version-info.xml is shown below: 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 

<application name="myieaddon1" version="1.1"> 

  <product language="1033"> 
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    <version name="1.0.0" installationUrl="http://www.MySite.com/Updates/"  

        productCode="{0E3EF0EA-1714-4F51-AC8E-B0A633CC162A}" languages="1033"  

        updateType="bootstrapper" edition="Public"> 

      <files msi="MyIEAddon1Setup(1.0.0)" hash="62E792C36C4C2A6543DDAD164E63C161"> 

        <file hash="D91B2F0C4E07BBEA113B6B886ED688D6">MyIEAddon1Setup(1.0.0).msi</file> 

        <file hash="963775092B79239F16B72EA02CF8C947"  

            prerequisite="true">prerequisites\setup.exe</file> 

      </files> 

      <preferences> 

        <showInstallUI>true</showInstallUI> 

        <showUninstallUI>false</showUninstallUI> 

        <webPage> 

        </webPage> 

        <showDownloaderWindow>true</showDownloaderWindow> 

        <showRunningApplicationsWarning>true</showRunningApplicationsWarning> 

        <supportedEditions>Public</supportedEditions> 

      </preferences> 

    </version> 

    <version name="2.0.0" installationUrl="http://www.MySite.com/Updates/"  

        productCode="{6129B265-0277-408B-AC5A-8BB65A42A9EE}" languages="1033"  

        updateType="bootstrapper" edition="Public"> 

      <files msi="MyIEAddon1Setup(1.0.0)" hash="9836FAB02BAB815AA873244FB6147FA8"> 

        <file hash="E1DAD34C1BCA858304219D5D082137A5">MyIEAddon1Setup(1.0.0).msi</file> 

        <file hash="963775092B79239F16B72EA02CF8C947"  

            prerequisite="true">prerequisites\setup.exe</file> 

      </files> 

      <preferences> 

        <showInstallUI>true</showInstallUI> 

        <showUninstallUI>false</showUninstallUI> 

        <webPage> 

        </webPage> 

        <showDownloaderWindow>true</showDownloaderWindow> 

        <showRunningApplicationsWarning>true</showRunningApplicationsWarning> 

        <supportedEditions>Public</supportedEditions> 

      </preferences> 

    </version> 

  </product> 

</application>  

Language-specific Folders (Publish\1033) 

Folder 1033 in the screenshot below is named according to the language code of the installer UI. A list of language 

codes (or Locale Ids) can be found here .  

Version-specific Folders (Publish\1033\1.0.0 & 2.0.0 etc.) 

These folders are named according to the version of your .MSI installer; see the Version property of the setup 

project. You see the content of such a folder in the screenshot below: 
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The folder includes the following files: 

• The .MSI installer you specified. 

• an unmanaged executable that Add-in Express generates. The executable is called downloader. If no 

prerequisites are specified, it downloads the .MSI file from {Installation URL}/{Language code}/{Version} and 

runs it. If prerequisites are specified, it launches setup.exe located in the prerequisites folder, waits for the 

prerequisites to get installed; and then downloads and runs the .MSI. The file name of the downloader is set 

to the name of your project, such as myaddon1.exe. 

• the prerequisites folder; see below. 

Prerequisites Folder (Publish\1033\1.0.0 & 2.0.0\prerequisites)  

This folder is only created if you specify prerequisites. Contains the prerequisites and bootstrapper (setup.exe).  
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Updating an IE Extension via ClickTwice :) 

Every Add-in Express module provides the CheckForUpdates method. When your IE extension calls it, the 

version_info.xml is downloaded via HTTP and parsed. If there are no updates, CheckForUpdates returns an 

empty string. If there are new updates, CheckForUpdates finds the latest update and returns the URL of the 

corresponding downloader.  

To implement custom update logics, welcome pages, information pages, etc., you may choose 

CheckForUpdates to return an arbitrary string; see Preferences. 

The code sample below demonstrates installing a new version of your IE extension programmatically. 

private void Update() 

{ 

   if (this.IsNetworkDeployed() && this.IsUpdatable()) 

   { 

      string updateUrl = this.CheckForUpdates();  

      if (!String.IsNullOrEmpty(updateUrl))  

      { 

         if (MessageBox.Show("A new version of the add-in was detected. " +  

            "Would you like to install the update?",    

            this.ModuleName, MessageBoxButtons.YesNo,    

            MessageBoxIcon.Question) == DialogResult.Yes)    

         { 

            this.LaunchUpdates(updateUrl); 

         } 

      } 

   }  

}   

The code is based on three methods. 

• IsNetworkDeployed – returns True if the application was installed via ClickTwice :). 

• IsUpdatable – returns True if the user is permitted to update the application. In Vista or Windows 7, it is 

always True. If the application was installed for all users and the current user is not an administrator, the 

UAC popup will ask for administrator credentials. 

• CheckForUpdates – returns an empty string if there are no updates in the location specified in the 

Installation URL field of the Publish dialog. If a new version of the add-in is available, 

CheckForUpdates returns one of the following strings: a URL or UNC path (the URL can be a link to 

setup.exe or the application downloader), or the value specified on the Updates page of the Preferences 

dialog (see Preferences). To install the update, we call the LaunchUpdates() method. 
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Automatic Updates 

To support automatic updates, Add-in Express 9 introduces a new ClickTwice entity – updater. An updater 

application is generated when you select Enable automatic updates in ClickTwice preferences (see also 

Publishing with ClickTwice :)): 

 

The setting the updater application provides are available on the Updater Settings page. 
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The functionality described in this section requires using latest versions of adxloader.dll, adxloader64.dll 

and adxregistrator.exe. Make sure to update your project! 

To customize the updater, you need to do the following. If you need to replace the updater form or tray icon, you 

intercept the OnUpdaterUICreate event of the ClickTwice module and specify a 

System.Windows.Forms.Form or System.Windows.Forms.NotifyIcon or both. In the code of the form 

(tray icon), you invoke methods that the ADXClickTwiceModule class provides; the methods having the 

UpdaterMethod suffix provide direct access to the functionality of the updater application; see e.g. 

CheckForUpdates_UpdaterMethod, CancelDownload_UpdaterMethod etc.  

To get informed about the stages that the update process undergoes, you handle updater-related events that the 

ClickTwice module provides; see the class reference.  

Additionally, the OnError event available on the ADXIEModule, ADXIEBarModule, and 

ADXIEToolbarModule classes now may be raised when the exceptions listed below occur. 

Table 4. ClickTwice Updater Exceptions 

ADXUpdaterAppException 
Represents an exception that occurs in the code of the updater 

application. 

ADXUpdaterAppExternalException 
Represents an exception that occurs in the code of the event 

handler for an event that the updater application raises. 

Step-by-step Samples 

Please check the following articles: 

• Deploying an IE extension via ClickTwice :) 

• Updating an IE extension via ClickTwice :) 
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Deployment Step-by-steps 

The table below contains links to corresponding step-by-step instructions describing installing and updating an IE 

extension. 

How you install the IE extension A per-user IE bar 
A per-machine IE bar, IE 

toolbar, IE add-on 

A user runs the installer from a CD/DVD, 

hard disk or local network location 

Windows Installer 

ClickTwice :) 

Windows Installer 

ClickTwice :) 

A corporate admin uses Group Policy to 

install your IE extension for a specific 

group of users in the corporate network; 

the installation and registration occurs 

when a user logs on to the domain.  

Windows Installer N/A 

A user runs the installer by navigating to 

a web location or by clicking a link. 
ClickTwice :) ClickTwice :) 
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Deploying a per-user IE Bar via an MSI installer 

The below describes how you create a regular setup project using Visual Studio Installer. 

Step 1. Set RegisterForAllUsers = false 

If you develop a per-user IE bar, set the RegisterForAllUsers property of the IE bar module to False. All 

other project types (IE add-ons or IE toolbars) can be installed on the per-machine basis only, please see 

Deploying a per-machine IE extension via an MSI installer. 
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Step 2. Build your project 

If you want to support IE 32-bit and 64-bit, set the Platform target property to Any CPU before building your 

project. 

 

If you use a 32-bit component in your IE extension (say a native-code DLL, ActiveX DLL, or .NET assembly), 

you should compile with the "x86" target platform. But please keep in mind that your IE extension will work 

in 32-bit versions of IE only and will not work in 64-bit ones. 

Similarly, if you use any 64-bit third-party components, you should compile with "x64" but your IE extension 

will work in IE 64-bit only. 

Summing up, if you use a bitness-aware component, your extension will work for IE versions of that bitness 

only.  
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Step 3. Create a setup project 

Add-in Express provides the setup project wizard accessible via Project | Create Setup Project menu 

in Visual Studio as well as via the context menu of the project item in the Solution Explorer window (shown below).  

 

In the New Setup Project Wizard dialog fill in all the necessary fields (Title, Description, Product 

name and Company) and click the Next button. 
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On the next step, you can choose the localization of the installer UI, the file name and output directory of your 

setup project. 

 

Click the Finish button. This creates a new setup project. 

Step 4. Check the DefaultLocation property 

Select your setup project in the Solution Explorer window and open the File System Editor. Select the 

Application Folder node and check the DefaultLocation property. By default, the setup wizard sets the 

DefaultLocation property to the user application data folder as follows: 

[AppDataFolder][Manufacturer]\[ProductName]. 
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Step 5. Check custom actions 

Select your setup project in the Solution Explorer window and open the Custom Actions Editor. The following 

custom actions should be present in your setup project: 

• Install: adxregistrator.exe /install=" {assembly name}.dll" /privileges=user 

• Rollback: adxregistrator.exe /uninstall=" {assembly name}.dll" /privileges=user 

• Uninstall: adxregistrator.exe /uninstall=" {assembly name}.dll" /privileges=user 

where {Assembly name} is the assembly name of your IE bar. 
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If any of the custom actions is missing, you need to add it. Pay attention to the /privileges command line switch, 

its value should be set to user. 
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Step 6. Set PostBuildEvent 

Select your setup project in the Solution Explorer window and edit the PostBuildEvent property as follows: 

"{Add-in Express}\Bin\adxpatch.exe" "$(BuiltOuputPath)" /UAC=Off 

/RunActionsAsInvoker=true 

where {Add-in Express} is the full path to the installation folder of Add-in Express. 

This executable patches the generated .MSI in the following ways: 

• it hides the For Me and For Everyone choice in the installer UI. Hiding these options is required because 

the installer will fail if the user running the installer doesn't have permissions to install for all users on the PC. 

• it turns off the dialog asking for administrative privileges; the UAC dialog pops up when a non-admin user runs 

a setup.exe on Vista/Windows 7/Windows 2008 Server. Switching off the dialog is required because entering 

the admin credentials will install the IE extension for the administrator and not for the user running the installer. 

 

When you install a per-user IE extension on a PC on which the AlwaysInstallElevated policy is set, the 

installer will run with system privileges, and not with the privileges of the user who launches the installer. The policy 

is described here . This situation is dealt with the /RunActionsAsInvoker switch. If set to true (default), the 

switch guarantees that adxRegistrator.exe used as a custom action will be run with the privileges of the user who 

launched the installer even if the policy is enabled. 
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Step 7. Add prerequisites (optional) 

Open your setup project properties (menu Project | Properties) and click the Prerequisites button. This 

opens the Prerequisites dialog: 

 

If you add any prerequisites to your setup project and the Create setup program to install 

prerequisite components option in the Prerequisites dialog is checked, Visual Studio will generate the 

setup.exe (bootstrapper) file, which will comprise all information about the prerequisites. Running the setup.exe is 

essential for the prerequisites to get installed. But see Step 9. Running the installer below. 

Step 8. Build the setup project 

Build your setup project and deliver all generated files to the target PC.  
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Step 9. Running the installer 

Please keep in mind that installation / uninstallation of an IE extension requires closing IE. 

To run the installation on the PC, you need to choose whether to run the .MSI or setup.exe. Let's consider both 

options. 

When the setup.exe is launched, it checks whether the prerequisites are already installed. If a prerequisite is 

missing, the bootstrapper installs that component. If all the prerequisites are already installed, the .MSI installer 

launches. 

When the .MSI is launched, the extension will be installed but might not run if any prerequisite is missing.  

If you deploy prerequisites requiring administrative permissions, the end user will get an UAC dialog asking 

for administrator credentials. But entering the administrator credentials will install your IE extension for 

the administrator and not for the current user. Because it is impossible to impersonate the user running 

the installer after admin credentials are provided, this makes combinations of a per-user IE bar and 

prerequisites almost useless. 

Step 10. Installing a new version of the IE bar 

You need to change the assembly version of your IE bar as well as the version of the setup project and rebuild it. 

The user needs to uninstall the previous version before installing the new one. 

Don't change the Product code property of your setup project. By default, when you change the Version 

property of your setup project, Visual Studio shows a dialog recommending that you change the Product 

code. Click No or Cancel in this dialog because if you change the Product code, you will get a new IE 

bar product and your old IE bar version may be not correctly uninstalled and updated when a user launches 

the new version installation. 
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Deploying a per-machine IE extension via an MSI installer 

The below describes how you create a regular setup project using Visual Studio Installer. 

Step 1. Set RegisterForAllUsers = true 

If you deploy an IE bar on the per-machine basis, set the RegisterForAllUsers property of the IE bar module 

to True. All other project types (IE add-ons or IE toolbars) can be installed on the per-machine basis only, so this 

property is omitted in the corresponding module types. 
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Step 2. Build your project 

If you want to support 32-bit and 64-bit IE, set the Platform target property to "Any CPU" before building your 

project. 

 

If you use a 32-bit component in your IE extension (say a native-code DLL, ActiveX DLL, or .NET assembly), 

you should compile with the "x86" target platform. But please keep in mind that your IE extension will work 

in 32-bit versions of IE only and will not work in 64-bit ones. 

Similarly, if you use any 64-bit third-party components, you should compile with "x64" but your IE extension 

will work in IE 64-bit only. 

Summing up, if you use a bitness-aware component, your extension will work for IE versions of that bitness 

only.  
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Step 3. Create a setup project.  

Add-in Express provides the setup project wizard accessible via Project | Create Setup Project menu 

in Visual Studio as well as via the context menu of the project item in the Solution Explorer window (shown below).  

 

In the New Setup Project dialog fill in all fields (Title, Description, Product name and Company) and 

click the Next button. 

 

You can choose the localization of the installer UI, the file name and output directory. 
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Click the Finish button. This creates a new setup project. 

Step 4. Check the DefaultLocation property 

Select your setup project in the Solution 

Explorer window and open the File 

System Editor. Select the 

Application Folder item and make 

sure that the DefaultLocation property 

refers to a folder accessible by all users on 

the PC. By default, the setup wizard sets 

the DefaultLocation property to the 

Program Files folder as follows: 

[ProgramFilesFolder][Manufacturer]\[ProductName] 

Even if your IE extension is registered for all users on the machine, it may not start for users that have no 

permissions to access the folder where it is installed.  
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Step 5. Check custom actions 

Select your setup project in the Solution Explorer window and open the Custom Actions Editor. The following 

custom actions must be present in your setup project: 

• Install: adxregistrator.exe /install=" {Assembly name}.dll" /privileges=admin 

• Rollback: adxregistrator.exe /uninstall=" {Assembly name}.dll" /privileges=admin 

• Uninstall: adxregistrator.exe /uninstall=" {Assembly name}.dll" /privileges=admin 

where {Assembly name} is the assembly name of your IE extension. 

 

If any of the above-mentioned custom actions is missing in the Custom actions editor, you need to add it.  Please 

pay attention to the /privileges command line switch, its value should be set to "admin" (without quotation 

marks). 
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Step 6. Set PostBuildEvent 

Select your setup project in the Solution Explorer window and edit the PostBuildEvent property as follows: 

"{Add-in Express}\Bin\adxpatch.exe" "$(BuiltOuputPath)" /UAC=On 

where {Add-in Express} is the full path to the installation folder of Add-in Express. 

 

The executable specified in PostBuildEvent modifies the generated .MSI in order to hide the "For Me" and "For 

Everyone" choice in the installer and to turn on the dialog asking for administrative privileges that appears when a 

non-admin user runs the setup.exe on Vista/Windows 7/Windows 2008 Server with UAC on. Hiding the "For Me" 

and "For Everyone" options is required because using them in a wrong way may result in a run-time error if the 

privileges of the user running the installer don't allow installation for all users on the PC. Turning on the dialog 

asking for elevating permissions is necessary to register your IE extension for all users. 

When you install a per-user IE extension on a PC on which the AlwaysInstallElevated policy is set, the 

installer will run with system privileges, and not with the privileges of the user who launches the installer. The policy 

is described here . This situation is dealt with the /RunActionsAsInvoker switch. If set to true (default), the 

switch guarantees that adxRegistrator.exe used as a custom action will be run with the privileges of the user who 

launched the installer even if the policy is enabled. 
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Step 7. Add prerequisites (optional) 

Open your setup project properties (menu Project | Properties) and click the Prerequisites button. This 

opens the Prerequisites dialog: 

 

If you add any prerequisites to your setup project and the Create setup program to install 

prerequisite components option in the Prerequisites dialog is checked, Visual Studio will generate the 

setup.exe (bootstrapper) file, which includes all information about the prerequisites. Running the setup.exe is 

essential for installing the prerequisites.  

Step 8. Build the setup project 

Build your setup project and deliver all generated files to the target PC.  
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Step 9. Running the installer 

The user should have administrative permissions and run the setup.exe (not .MSI).  

Running the setup.exe ensures that:  

• the installer process will be run with elevated permissions on UAC-enabled systems; elevated permissions are 

required to register your IE extension for all users on the PC  

• the prerequisites you selected for your project will be installed before your IE extension is installed 

If you run the .MSI, you'll get one of the following results: 

• for the user with standard user permissions - the prerequisites will not install, your extension won't be registered 

because administrator privileges are required 

• for the user with administrative permissions - the extension will be installed but it might not run if any of the 

prerequisites was not previously installed 

Step 10. Installing a new version of the IE extension 

You need to change the assembly version of your IE extension as well as the version of the setup project and 

rebuild the setup project. The user needs to uninstall the previous version before installing the new one. 

Don't change the Product code property of your setup project. By default, when you change the Version 

property of your setup project, Visual Studio opens a dialog prompting to change the Product code. Click 

No or Cancel in this dialog because if you change the Product code, you will get a new IE extension 

installer, consequently the previous version of your extension may not uninstall correctly when the user 

launches the new version installation. 
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Deploying a per-user IE bar via Group Policy 

Step 1. Set RegisterForAllUsers = false 

If you develop a per-user IE bar, set the RegisterForAllUsers property of the IE bar module to False. All 

other project types (IE add-ons or IE toolbars) can be installed on the per-machine basis only, please see 

Deploying a per-machine IE extension via an MSI installer. 
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Step 2. Build your project 

If you want to support 32-bit and 64-bit IE versions, set the Platform target property to Any CPU before 

building your project. 

 

If you use a 32-bit component in your IE extension (say a native-code DLL, ActiveX DLL, or .NET assembly), 

you should compile with the "x86" target platform. But please keep in mind that your IE extension will work 

in 32-bit versions of IE only and will not work in 64-bit ones. 

Similarly, if you use any 64-bit third-party components, you should compile with "x64" but your IE extension 

will work in IE 64-bit only. 

Summing up, if you use a bitness-aware component, your extension will work for IE versions of that bitness 

only.  
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Step 3. Create a setup project 

Add-in Express provides the setup project wizard accessible via Project | Create Setup Project menu 

in Visual Studio as well as via the context menu of the project item in the Solution Explorer window (shown below).  

 

In the New Setup Project dialog fill all the fields (Title, Description, Product name, Company) and 

click the Next button. 

 

You can choose the localization of the installer UI, output directory and file name. 
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Click the Finish button. This creates a new setup project and adds it to the solution. 

Step 4. Check the DefaultLocation property  

Select your setup project in the Solution Explorer window and open the File System Editor. Select the 

Application Folder node and check the DefaultLocation property. By default, the setup wizard sets the 

DefaultLocation property to the user application data folder as follows: 

[AppDataFolder][Manufacturer]\[ProductName] 
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Step 5. Check custom actions 

Select your setup project in the Solution Explorer window and open the Custom Actions Editor. The following 

custom actions should be present in your setup project: 

• Install: adxregistrator.exe /install=" {Assembly name}.dll" /privileges=user 

• Rollback: adxregistrator.exe /uninstall=" {Assembly name}.dll" /privileges=user 

• Uninstall: adxregistrator.exe /uninstall=" {Assembly name}.dll" /privileges=user 

where {Assembly name} is the assembly name of your IE bar. 

 

If any of the custom actions is missing, you need to add it. Pay attention to the /privileges command line switch, 

its value should be set to user. 
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Step 6. Set PostBuildEvent 

Select your setup project in the Solution Explorer window and edit the PostBuildEvent property as follows: 

"{Add-in Express}\Bin\adxpatch.exe" "$(BuiltOuputPath)" /UAC=Off 

/RunActionsAsInvoker=true 

where {Add-in Express} is the full path to the installation folder of Add-in Express. 

This executable patches the generated .MSI in the following ways: 

• it hides the For Me and For Everyone choice in the installer UI. Hiding these options is required because 

the installer will fail if the user running the installer doesn't have permissions to install for all users on the PC. 

• it turns off the dialog asking for administrative privileges; the UAC dialog pops up when a non-admin user runs 

a setup.exe on Vista/Windows 7/Windows 2008 Server. Switching off the dialog is required because entering 

the admin credentials will install the IE extension for the administrator and not for the user running the installer. 

 

When you install a per-user IE extension on a PC on which the AlwaysInstallElevated policy is set, the 

installer will run with system privileges, and not with the privileges of the user who launches the installer. The policy 

is described here . This situation is dealt with the /RunActionsAsInvoker switch. If set to true (default), the 

switch guarantees that adxRegistrator.exe used as a custom action will be run with the privileges of the user who 

launched the installer even if the policy is enabled. 
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Step 7. Build the setup project 

Build your setup project and deliver the generated .msi file to the administrator.  

Step 8. Running the installer using Group Policy 

Use Group Policy to deploy and automatically install / uninstall your product. You can read how to do it in this 

article: HowTo: Install a COM add-in automatically using Windows Server Group Policy . 

Step 9. Installing a new version of the IE bar 

You need to change the assembly version of your IE bar as well as the version of the setup project and rebuild 

your setup project. The admin needs to remove the installation package and assign a new one as described in 

HowTo: Install a COM add-in automatically using Windows Server Group Policy .  
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Deploying an IE extension via ClickTwice :) 

Step 1. Create an .MSI installer 

The .MSI installer can be created by using the Visual Studio setup project as well as any third party installers like 

WiX or InstallShield. You can find step-by-step instructions on creating the .MSI setup package in the following 

articles: 

For per-user IE bars, see steps 1 – 6 of Deploying a per-user IE Bar via an MSI installer.  

For per-machine IE extension, look through steps 1 – 6 of Deploying a per-machine IE extension via an MSI 

installer. 

Step 2. Open the Publish dialog 

Select your project in the Solution Explorer window and choose Publish ADX Project in the project context 

menu (you can also find the same item in the Project menu of Visual Studio). 

 

 

This opens the Publish dialog shown in the screenshot below. 
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Step 3. Browse for the .MSI 

Specify the path to the .MSI installer in the Installer file field. The Publish wizard reads some general info 

about the .MSI and fills in the fields in the upper part of the dialog.  
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Step 4. Set the Publishing location 

By default, the Publish wizard suggests publishing your application to the Publish subfolder of the project 

directory, see the Publishing location field. You can specify any suitable location in one of the following 

formats: 

• To publish to a file share, enter the path using either a UNC path: \\<server>\<folder> or a file path: C:\<folder>\ 

• To publish to an FTP server, enter the path as ftp://<ftp.domain.com>/ 
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Using an http server as a publishing location is not supported. 

Step 5. Set the Installation URL 

You can use the Installation URL field to specify a location from which users will download the IE extension 

installer.  

In the Installation URL edit box, enter the installation location using either a fully qualified URL in the format 

http://www.domain.com/<ApplicationName>, or a UNC path using the format 

\\<server>\<ApplicationName>.  

Step 6. Set an icon (optional) 

You can specify an icon in the Icon file field. The icon will be shown in the downloader window, which is 

displayed when the installer is downloaded from the installation location (see Step 12. Running the installer). 
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Step 7. Sign the installation files 

Browse for the existing certificate file (.pfx or .p12) or click New to create a new one. Enter the password of the 

certificate (optional). 
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Step 8. Preferences (optional) 

To hide the Windows installer UI during installation or uninstallation, you can check the appropriate option(s) in 

the Preferences dialog. You can also specify the address of a web page that provides users with additional 

information about available updates or some other information about your product in this dialog.  
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Step 9. Prerequisites (optional) 

Click the Prerequisites button and select any prerequisites in the dialog window.  

 

Add-in Express generates a setup.exe to install the specified prerequisites. When the user runs the setup.exe, it 

installs the prerequisites and invokes the Add-in Express downloader program to install/update your IE extension 

(see Step 12. Running the installer for example). 

If the MSI installer was created by a multi-language setup project setup project (see Multiple-Language Installers), 

choosing prerequisites in the form above creates prerequisites for the specified languages. 

Step 10. Click the Publish button 

When you click the Publish button, the wizard creates all necessary files and folders in the location specified in the 

Publishing location field. 
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version_info.xml contains information about all versions of your IE extension: 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 

<publishConfiguration version="1.0"  

   lastOpenedMSI="D:\Projects\MyIEAddon\MyIEAddon\MyIEAddonSetup\Debug\MyIEAddonSetup.msi"> 

  <application version="1.0.0" language="1033" publishingLocation=".\Publish\"  

      installationUrl="httpL//www.mySite.com/updates/" edition="Public"  

      editions="Public,Test" customActionLocation="" customActionClassName=""> 

    <signingOptions signXml="false"> 

      <certificatePath>D:\Projects\test.pfx</certificatePath> 

      <sha1>false</sha1> 

      <sha256>true</sha256> 

    </signingOptions> 

    <preferences showInstallUI="true" showUninstallUI="false" webPage=""  

        showDownloaderWindow="true" showRunningApplicationsWarning="true"  

        multiLangSetup="false" supportedEditions="Public" /> 

    <prerequisites createSetupProgram="true" installFromVendor="true"  

        installFromUrl="false" installUrl=""  

        bootstrapperPath="C:\Program Files (x86)\Microsoft Visual Studio 

14.0\SDK\Bootstrapper\" /> 

    <ftp userName=""/> 

  </application> 

</publishConfiguration> 
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All versions of your IE extension are stored in folders, which are named according to the formula <language 

code>\<version number of the .MSI installer>. For instance, version 1.0.0 of the sample add-in created for this 

article is stored in folder 1033\1.0.0, where 1033 stands for the locale English-United States. A list of 

language codes (or Locale Ids) can be found here . 

 

That folder contains the following files and folders: 

• The .MSI installer, MyIEAddonSetup.msi in the screenshot above 

• <project name>.exe, also called the downloader; myieeaddon.exe in the screenshot; this application 

downloads and runs the .MSI installer 

• The prerequisites folder is only created if you specify prerequisites. It contains the prerequisites and 

bootstrapper (setup.exe). 

Step 11. Copy files and folders 

Upload the files and folders from the Publishing location folder to the location you specified in the 

Installation URL field.  
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Step 12. Running the installer 

You need to supply the user with a link to <project name>.exe, the downloader. 

The user clicks the link or navigates to it with either an Internet browser or Windows Explorer. 

 

Step 13. Uninstalling the IE extension 

To uninstall your product, the user goes to Control Panel – Programs and Features. 
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Step 14. Installing a new version of the IE extension 

Please see Updating an IE extension via ClickTwice :). 
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Updating an IE extension via ClickTwice :) 

Every Add-in Express module provides the IsNetworkDeployed method, which returns True if your IE 

extension was installed via ClickTwice :). Then you can use the CheckForUpdates method in your project code 

to check if any updates are available. CheckForUpdates returns: 

• An empty string if there are no updates in the location you specified in the Installation URL field (Step 5. 

Set the Installation URL); 

• A formatted string: a URL or UNC path if a new version of the IE extension is available; the URL can be a link 

to a setup.exe or downloader, see Step 10. Click the Publish button;  

• The web page URL that you specified in the Download page for updates field of the Preferences 

dialog, see Step 8. Preferences (optional). 

You can find a code sample that checks for updates in Updating an IE Extension via ClickTwice :). 

Step 1. Increase the version number 

Increase the version number in the Version property of your setup project. 

 

Don't change the Product code property of your setup project. By default, when you change the Version 

property of your setup project, Visual Studio shows a dialog recommending that you change the Product 

code. Click No or Cancel in this dialog because if you change the Product code, you will get a new IE 

extension product and your old extension version may be not correctly uninstalled and updated when a user 

launches the new version installation. 

Step 2. Build your setup project 

Just build the setup project. 
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Step 3. Open the Publish dialog 

Select your project in the Solution Explorer window and choose Publish ADX Project in the project context 

menu. 

 

 

This opens the Publish dialog shown in the screenshot below. 
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Step 4. Browse for the new .MSI package 

Specify the new .MSI file in the Installer file field. The wizard reads some general info about the .MSI and 

fills in the fields in the upper part of the dialog.  

 

Step 5. Publish the new version 

Go to Step 4. Set the Publishing location to see how to publish your new version. 
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Custom Prerequisites 

Installing prerequisites as part of your program installation is known as bootstrapping. Next, Visual Studio 

generates a Windows executable program named Setup.exe, also known as a bootstrapper. The bootstrapper is 

responsible for installing these prerequisites before your application runs. 

Each prerequisite is a bootstrapper package; each package resides in a package folder in the {Bootstrapper 

Packages} directory; the directory location depends on the Visual Studio version used (see Bootstrapper folders). 

A bootstrapper package is a group of directories and files which contain manifest files that describe how the 

prerequisite should be installed. If your application prerequisites are not listed in the Prerequisites dialog box, 

you can create custom bootstrapper packages and add them to Visual Studio. 

This section describes creating custom prerequisites using the My Prerequisites dialog window. 

Bootstrapper folders 

The {Bootstrapper} directory is located in this folder: 

• VS 2010 – Program Files (x86)\Microsoft SDKs\Windows\v7.0a\Bootstrapper 

• VS 2012 – Program Files (x86)\Microsoft SDKs\Windows\v8.0a\Bootstrapper 

• VS 2013 – Program Files (x86)\Microsoft SDKs\Windows\v8.1a\Bootstrapper 

• VS 2015 – Program Files (x86)\Microsoft Visual Studio 14.0\SDK\Bootstrapper 

The {Bootstrapper Packages} directory is {Bootstrapper}\Packages. 

The {Bootstrapper Schemas} directory is {Bootstrapper}\Schemas. 

My Prerequisites Dialog 

This dialog box allows you to perform the following steps that are required for creating a custom prerequisite: 

• Define a bootstrapper package (product) and specify system checks to perform before installing the 

prerequisite, related products, and custom schedules. 

• Specify a file(s) that should be run to install the prerequisite as well as additional files, system checks, install 

conditions, exit codes and security. 

• Build the bootstrapper package. This creates a package folder in the {Bootstrapper Packages} directory and 

puts all prerequisite information into it. 

To open the My Prerequisites dialog box, click the MyPrerequisites button in the Publish dialog (see e.g. 

Clicking Publish). 

The dialog form stores the information about packages and files in the file {setup project name}.myprerequisites. 

Further on, this information is used to generate a prerequisite description complying with the schema located in 
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the {Bootstrapper Schemas} directory; the prerequisite is created in a folder within the {Bootstrapper Packages} 

directory. 

Bootstrapper package 

Click the Add Package button (see the screenshot below) to add a Package node to the Packages node. 

 

Select the newly created package and specify the Product Name and Product Code properties.  

• Product name (ProductName) – Required. Is used to create the package folder in the {Bootstrapper 

Packages} directory. 

• Product code (ProductCode) – Required. This is the unique identifier used by the bootstrapper system to 

identify packages. The string should not include any spaces, and should include the version number to 

distinguish newer versions of the package. For example, for the .NET Framework, the formal package name 

is Microsoft .NET Framework 2.0. So the ProductCode would be Microsoft.NET.Framework.2.0. 

 

At this stage, you may choose to define system checks, which allow using the information about the machine to 

determine whether to install the product, or whether the product can be installed; see System checks. Also, you 

can define other products that this product either installs or depends on; see Related packages. Or, you can create 

schedule items which define specific times at which commands that you specify in Install conditions should be run; 

see Custom schedules. 

When all settings are configured as required, you build the package by clicking the Build Package button: 
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Building the package creates a folder under the {Bootstrapper Packages} directory; the folder name is specified in 

the Product name field. The folder contains all files describing the prerequisite. 

Install File 

Every package must contain a file(s) which is run to install the product. Click the Add Install button (see the 

screenshot below) to add an install file node to the package node. 

 

This opens the Add File dialog: 

 

Specifying the file adds a new Install File node to the Package node. The screenshot below shows the Install File 

node selected and the Display name property of the selected install file set.  
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If there are several variations of the install file that differ in language and / or install conditions, you can clone a 

properly described install file using the Clone Install File button and then correct the description of the 

cloned file: 

 

Below are the properties to set for an install file. 

Display name (DisplayName) – Required. This is the package name displayed in the Visual Studio .NET Pre-

requisites dialog. It should be localized for the language of the package. 
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File name (FileName) – Required. The full path to the file used to install the package. Can also be specified as 

a path relative to the WiX project folder. 

Language (Language) – Required. The language the install file (specified in the File Name property) supports. 

If the install file is language neutral, i.e. doesn't install any specific language, or supports all languages with a 

single installer, use (neutral). Otherwise, set it to the supported language. 

Copy on build (CopyOnBuild) – Optional. Specifies whether the bootstrapper should copy the package file onto 

the disk at build time. The default is true. 

HomeSite URL (HomeSite) – Optional. The location of the package on the remote server, if it is not included with 

the installer. 

Arguments (Arguments) – Optional. Command Line arguments to be passed to the file in the FileName. 

License file (LicenseFile) – Optional. The full path to a file that contains the License Agreement (often referred 

to as the EULA). Can also be specified as a path relative to the WiX project folder. The file should be plain text 

(*.txt) file or RTF (*.rtf) file.  

Reboot (Reboot) – Optional. Describes how to handle the Success, Reboot Needed and Fail, Reboot 

Needed results from an ExitCode. Possible values are: 

• Defer – Wait until all packages have been installed, or until a package requires an immediate 

reboot. 

• Immediate – Reboot immediately. 

• Force – Reboot after the installation of this package is completed, regardless of the ExitCode 

result. Always reboot. 

• None – Don't reboot, regardless of the exit code result. Never reboot. 

Install time (InstallTime) – Optional. The estimated time, in seconds, it will take to install the package. This 

value determines the size of the progress bar the bootstrapper displays to the user. The default is 0, in which case 

no time estimate is specified. 

Installed size (InstallSize) – Optional. The estimated amount of disk space, in bytes, that the package will 

occupy after the installation is finished. This value is used in hard disk space requirements that the bootstrapper 

displays to the user. The default is 0, in which case the bootstrapper does not display any hard disk space 

requirements. 

Package size (PackageSize) – Optional. Disk space required to install the package. This is usually 

InstallSize + any temporary drive space needed + the size of the installation file. 
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System checks 

System checks allow using the information about the machine to determine whether to install the product, or 

whether the product can be installed. The results of a check are stored in a property whose name is specified in 

the Property for check result (Property) field, and then are usable by an InstallCondition; see 

Install Conditions. 

System checks include: 

• File Check 

• Registry Check 

• Registry File Check 

• MSI Product Check 

• External Check 

• GAC Check 

 

 

File Check 

A FileCheck searches the directory structure, beginning with 

the folder specified in SpecialFolder, to determine if a file is 

installed. For each instance of a FileCheck, the bootstrapper 

will determine whether the named file exists, and return the 

version number of the file. If the file does not have a version 

number, the bootstrapper sets the property named by the 

Property for check result field to 0. If the file does not 

exist, the property is not set to any value. 

 

 

If you set the  

   Path to Common Files\SpeechEngines and the  

   Special Folder to ProgramFilesFolder,  

then on most machines the search will start in c:\Program Files\Common Files\SpeechEngines.   
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If you set the FileName to spcommon.dll, which is in a sub directory of the SpeechEngines folder, the file 

will be found successfully if the depth is 1 or greater, but will not be found if the Depth is set to 0. 

Property for check result (Property) – Required. The name of the property to store the result. This property 

can be referenced from an InstallCondition; see Install Conditions. 

File name to search for (FileName) – Required. The name of the file you want to find. 

Path (SearchPath) – Required. The disk or folder in which to look for the file. This must be a relative path if 

SpecialFolder is assigned; otherwise, it must be an absolute path. 

Special folder (SpecialFolder)– Optional. A folder that has special significance to Windows. The default is to 

interpret SearchPath as an absolute path. Valid values include the following: 

• AppDataFolder. The application data folder for this ClickOnce application; specific to the 

current user. 

• CommonAppDataFolder. The application data folder used by all users. 

• CommonFilesFolder. The Common Files folder for the current user.  

• LocalDataAppFolder. The data folder for non-roaming applications. 

• ProgramFilesFolder. The standard Program Files folder for 32-bit applications.  

• StartUpFolder. The folder that contains all applications launched at system startup. 

• SystemFolder. The folder that contains 32-bit system DLLs. 

• WindowsFolder. The folder that contains the Windows system installation. 

• WindowsVolume. The drive or partition that contains the Windows system installation. 

Search depth (SearchDepth) – Optional. The depth at which to search sub-folders for the specified file. The 

search is depth-first. The default is 0, which limits the search to the top-level folder specified by SpecialFolder 

and Path. 

Registry Check 

A RegistryCheck is used to read a registry value and store it 

in the indicated property. For each instance of RegistryCheck, 

the bootstrapper checks whether the specified registry key exists, 

or whether it has the indicated value. 

 

Property for check result (Property) – Required. The name 

of the property to store the result. This property can be 

referenced from an InstallCondition; see Install Conditions. 
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Key (Key) – Required. The registry key to read. Use shortcut values for the hive: HKCR stands for 

HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT, HKCU for HKEY_CURRENT_USER, and HKLM for HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE. 

Value (Value) – Optional. The name of the registry value to retrieve. The default is to return the text of the default 

value. Value must be either a String or a DWORD. This is the data that is actually put into the Property. 

Registry File Check 

A RegistryFileCheck reads a registry value to determine a 

directory to start searching for a file specified by File Name. For 

each instance of RegistryFileCheck, the bootstrapper 

retrieves the version of the specified file, first attempting to 

retrieve the path to the file from the specified registry key. This 

is particularly useful if you want to look up a file in a directory 

defined by a value in the registry. 

Property for check result (Property) – Required. The name 

of the property to store the result. This property can be 

referenced from an InstallCondition; see Install 

Conditions. 

Key (Key) – Required. The name of the registry key. Its value is interpreted as the path to a file. If this key does 

not exist, Property is not set.  Use shortcut values for the hive: HKCR stands for HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT, HKCU for 

HKEY_CURRENT_USER, and HKLM for HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE. 

Value (Value) – Optional. The name of the registry value to retrieve. This is the data that is actually put into the 

Property. The default is to return the text of the default value. Value must be a String.  

File name (FileName) – Optional. The name of a file. If specified, the value obtained from the registry key is 

assumed to be a directory path, and this name is appended to it. If not specified, the value returned from the 

registry is assumed to be the full path to a file. The file version is stored in the Property.  

Search depth (SearchDepth) – Optional. The depth at which to search sub-folders for the specified file. The 

search is depth-first. The default is 0, which limits the search to the top-level folder specified by the registry key's 

value. 

MSI Product Check 

A MSIProductCheck queries the Windows Installer system to determine if the product identified by the Product 

Code is installed. For each instance of MSIProductCheck, the bootstrapper checks whether the specified 

Microsoft Windows Installer installation has run until it is completed. The property value is set depending on the 

state of that installed product. A positive value indicates that the product is installed, 0 or -1 indicates it is not 

installed. (Please see the Windows Installer SDK function MsiQueryFeatureState for more information.) If 

Windows Installer is not installed on the computer, Property is not set. 
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To get the ProductCode, you use either the From File 

button or the From Installed Apps button (see the 

screenshot). Alternatively, you can open a Visual Studio 

Installer project in the IDE, select the project in the Solution 

Explorer, open the Properties and copy the ProductCode 

property. 

 

The resulting value is as follows.  

Value  Return 

Code 

Description  

INSTALLSTATE_NOTUSED -7 component disabled 

INSTALLSTATE_BADCONFIG -6 configuration data corrupt 

INSTALLSTATE_INCOMPLETE -5 installation suspended or in progress 

INSTALLSTATE_SOURCEABSENT -4 run from source, source is unavailable 

INSTALLSTATE_MOREDATA -3 return buffer overflow 

INSTALLSTATE_INVALIDARG -2 invalid function argument 

INSTALLSTATE_UNKNOWN -1 unrecognized product or feature 

INSTALLSTATE_BROKEN 0 broken 

INSTALLSTATE_ADVERTISED 1 advertised feature 

INSTALLSTATE_REMOVED 1 component being removed (action state, not settable) 

INSTALLSTATE_ABSENT 2 uninstalled (or action state absent but clients remain) 

INSTALLSTATE_LOCAL 3 installed on local drive 

INSTALLSTATE_SOURCE 4 run from source, CD or net 

INSTALLSTATE_DEFAULT 5 use default, local or source 

 

Property for check result (Property) – Required. The name of the property to store the result. This property 

can be referenced from an InstallCondition; see Install Conditions. 

Product code (ProductCode) – Required. The GUID for the installed product. 

Feature (Feature) – Optional. The GUID for a specific feature of the installed application. 
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External Check 

An external check runs an external executable file and stores 

the exit code in the Property. 

For each instance of ExternalCheck, the bootstrapper will 

execute the named external program in a separate process, and 

store its exit code in the property identified by Property. 

ExternalCheck is useful for implementing complex 

dependency checks, or when the only way to check for the 

existence of a component is to instantiate it. 

When the bootstrapper is built, the external check executable is 

embedded into the setup.exe file so that it doesn't have to be 

downloaded in order to perform installation checks. The 

external check file can be written in any language, as long as it returns an exit code. It is not recommended to 

write the external check in managed code (VB.NET, C#, etc...) however, since the .NET Framework may not be 

installed on the computer yet, and so the external check will fail. 

Property for check result (Property) – Required. The name of the property to store the result. This property 

can be referenced from an InstallCondition; see Install Conditions. 

File to run (PackageFile) – Required. The external program to execute. The program must be part of the setup 

distribution package. 

Arguments (Arguments) – Optional. Supplies command-line arguments to the executable named by PackageFile. 

GAC Check 

A GAC Check checks if the specified assembly is installed into the Global Assembly Cache. The file version is 

returned in the property. 

 

The fastest and easiest way to get the assembly information is 

to use either the File button or the GAC button (see the 

screenshot). These buttons will allow you to select an assembly 

and the Assembly Info will be loaded automatically for you. 

Wildcards are not accepted. 
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Property for check result (Property) – Required. The name of the property to store the result. This property 

can be referenced from an InstallCondition; see Install Conditions. 

Assembly name (Name) – Required. The name of the assembly to check. 

Version (Version) – Required. The version of the assembly. The version number has the format <major 

version>.<minor version>.<build version>.<revision version>. 

Public key token (PublicKeyToken) – Required. The abbreviated form of the public key associated with this 

strongly named assembly. All assemblies stored in the GAC must have a name, version number, and public key. 

Culture (Language) – Optional. The culture of a localized assembly. Default is neutral. 

Platform (ProcessorArchitecture) – Optional. The computer processor targeted by this installation. Default 

is MSIL. 

Related packages 

The Related Packages tab defines other products that either depend upon or are included in the current product. 

 

Depends on (DependsOnProduct) – Specifying this flag signifies that the current product depends upon the 

selected product, and that the selected product should be installed before the current one.  

Includes (IncludesProduct) – Specifying this flag signifies that the selected product is included with the current 

install, and does not require a separate installation. 

Product code (Code) – Required. The code name of the included product. 
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Custom schedules 

A Schedule defines a specific time at which an InstallCondition should be run; see Install Conditions. 

 

Name (Name) – Required. The name of the schedule item. This corresponds to the ScheduleName property of 

an InstallCondition; see Install Conditions. When an InstallCondition references the named schedule, 

it will only be executed at the time indicated by that Schedule. Schedules may also be associated with the FailIf 

and BypassIf properties, which restrict these conditional tests to being executed on the specified schedule. For 

more information, see Install Conditions. 

Build list (BuildList) – instructs the installer to execute an install condition command immediately after the 

bootstrapping application is started. 

Before package (BeforePackage) – instructs the installer to execute an install condition before the specified 

package is installed. 

After Package (AfterPackage) – instructs the installer to execute an install condition after the specified package 

is installed. 

See also Install Conditions. 

Install Conditions 

Each InstallCondition implements a test described by the corresponding row in the Install Conditions 

grid. 
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Type – Required. A condition type. There are two condition types: 

• BypassIf (BypassIf) – describes a positive condition under which the install file should not be 

executed. 

• FailIf (FailIf) – describes a positive condition under which the installation should stop. 

Property (Property) – Required. The name of the property to test. The property must previously have been 

defined by a system check (see System checks). 

Comparison (Compare) – Required. The type of comparison to perform. 

Value (Value) – Required. The value to compare with the property. 

Message (String) – Optional. The text to display to the user upon failure. Is used with FailIf conditions only. 

Schedule (Schedule) – Optional. The schedule that defines when this rule should be evaluated. The schedule 

must previously have been defined, see Custom schedules. 

Exit Codes 

Exit Codes determine what the installation should do in response to an exit code from a package.  
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Exit Code (Value) – Required. The exit code value. 

Result (Result) – Required. Specifies how the installation should react to this exit code. The valid values are: 

• Success. Flags the package as successfully installed. 

• SuccessReboot. Flags the package as successfully installed, and instructs the system to 

restart. 

• Fail. Flags the package as failed. 

• FailReboot. Flags the package as failed, and instructs the system to restart. 

Message (String) – Optional. The value to display to the user in response to this exit code. 

Use default exit code – Optional. Specifies whether to handle other exit codes in the specified way. 

Format message from system (FormatMessageFromSystem) – Optional. Determines whether to use the 

system-provided error message corresponding to the exit code, or use the value provided in String. If this 

property is false, but String is not set, the system-provided error will be used. 

Security 

On this tab, you define a public key of the install file’s certificate signer and a hash of the install file. 
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Public key (ProductKey) – The encrypted public key of the package's certificate signer. Required if HomeSite 

(see Install File) is used; otherwise optional. 

Hash (Hash) – Optional. An SHA1 hash of the install file. It is used to verify the integrity of the file at install time. 

If the identical hash cannot be computed from the package file, the package will not be installed. 

Additional Files 

This tab allows specifying extra files (e.g. configuration files) required for the install file. 

 

Each row of the grid shown in the screenshot above describes a single file. The following file attributes are 

applicable: 

File (Name) - Required. The name of the file. 

Home site url (HomeSite) - Optional. The location of the file on the remote server, if it is not included with the 

installer. 

Public key (ProductKey) – The encrypted public key of the package's certificate signer. Required if HomeSite 

is used; otherwise optional. 

Hash (Hash) – Optional. An SHA1 hash of the install file. It is used to verify the integrity of the file at install time. 

If the identical hash cannot be computed from the package file, the package will not be installed. 
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Tips and Notes 

This is a collection of tips we gathered while providing technical support for this product. 
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Add-in Express Essentials 

All module types implement similar approaches and provide similar members. For brevity of description, let's 

assume we have a variable called theModule whose type is some fussy superposition of the following module 

types (from the namespace AddinExpres.IE): IEModule, IEBarModule, IEToolbarModule.  

On Using Add-in Express Modules 

The version of IE is available in theModule.IEVersion. The IE application object (it's a COM object) is available 

in theModule.IEObj. For the document loaded in the current IE tab, see theModule.HTMLDocument; it 

returns an object of the mshtml.HTMLDocument type, it's a COM object, too. 

Note that COM objects (and all classes defined in mshtml are COM classes) cannot cross the process boundaries. 

That is, when implementing any sort of communication between instances of your module, you may need to create 

a method returning information provided by a COM object rather than using the COM object directly in your code. 

For example, consider an add-on that deals with documents opened in different IE tabs. If such an add-on acquires 

HTMLDocument.documentElement from another module instance and uses it directly, this can result in an 

exception because HTMLDocument.documentElement returns a COM object and no COM object can cross the 

boundaries of the process in which it was created. The approach allowing you to avoid such an exception can be 

found in the code of the Advanced Search sample add-on (download it here ): check how the GetHTMLText 

property is defined and used. 

IEModule plus IE Bars and Toolbars: There and Back Again 

To access the IE bar (IE toolbar) from your IE module, you use theModule.Bars (theModule.Toolbars) to 

get a collection of ADXIEBarItem (ADXIEToolBarItem) objects; every object provides access to the BarObj 

(ToolBarObj) property, which returns the corresponding ADXIEBar (ADXIEToolbar). For instance, the code 

below demonstrates calling a public method defined in an ADXIEBar from the IE module: 

'VB.NET 

Dim barItem As AddinExpress.IE.ADXIEBarItem = Me.Bars(0) 

Dim barObj As AddinExpress.IE.ADXIEBar = barItem.BarObj 

Dim myBar As MyIEAddon1.MyIEBar1 = CType(aBar, MyIEAddon1.MyIEBar1) 

myBar.MyMethod() 

//C# 

AddinExpress.IE.ADXIEBarItem barItem = this.Bars[0]; 

AddinExpress.IE.ADXIEBar barObj = barItem.BarObj; 

MyIEAddon1.MyIEBar1 myBar = barObj as MyIEAddon1.MyIEBar1; 

myBar.MyMethod(); 

To access the IE module form the IE bar (IE toolbar), use ADXIEBar.Module (ADXIEToolbar.Module). 
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On Using Advanced IE Bars 

As you may happen to know, IE bars have several limitations. For instance, they require creating registry keys in 

order to be ever displayed. This means you cannot create an IE bar on the fly. To bypass this and other restrictions 

of IE bars, you use Advanced IE Bars by Add-in Express.  

When using the Advanced IE Bar technology you will have the following components in your code:  

• Advanced IE Bar – it descends from System.Windows.Forms.UserControl to comply with the IE 

environment and to provide the designer surface for the controls that constitute the UI of your IE bar; it also 

provides a number of properties and events allowing you to control how your IE bar looks like; 

• Advanced Bar Item – it describes the behavioral aspects of your IE bar; for instance it specifies the layout 

in which the Explorer bar is shown as well as the keyboard shortcut that turns your IE bar off and on; 

• Advanced Bars Manager – it provides the collection of Advanced Bar items. 

To use the components listed above, you add an Advanced IE bar to your IE Module based project. 
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Then, you add an Advanced Bars Manager onto the designer surface of the IE module in your project. 
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Finally, you add an item to the Bars collection of the Advanced Bars Manager and set the item's properties. 
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Advanced Bar Pros and Cons 

Advanced IE Bar supports four layouts, IE bar supports only two layouts. 

The user may drag-n-drop an Advanced IE bar to a new layout; IE bars lack of this possibility. 

The header of the Advanced IE bar is customizable to a large degree; IE bars lack this possibility. 

Advanced IE bars are not supported in IE 6; IE bars work in IE 6. 

Showing/hiding Advanced IE Bar 

When a new IE tab opens, the Advanced Bars Manager gets all enabled items from its Bars collection and raises 

the OnCreateBarInstance event for each of them; if the end user has chosen not to show the bars, they are 

excluded from the sequence, too. If you don't cancel the OnCreateBarInstance event, the manager creates an 

instance of the Advanced component specified in the ADXIEAdvancedBarItem.BarType property. Before the 

bar is shown, the OnBarBeforeShow event of the Advanced IE bar occurs. You can cancel this event, too. 

Similarly, you can prevent the Advanced IE bar from being closed by the user – you'll need to cancel the 

OnBarBeforeHide event.  
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IE Essentials 

Tabbing 

The ADXIEModule.IsTabbedBrowsingEnabled property informs you whether tabbing is enabled or not. 

When the user opens a tab, the OnTabCreated and then OnTabActivated events are raised. At appropriate 

moments OnTabMoved and OnTabClosed occur. You can activate any given tab programmatically only if 

ADXIEModule.IsQuickTabsEnabled is true; this means that the Quick Tabs feature of IE7, IE8 and IE9 is 

enabled. In IE6, you use the OnConnect event of the module to find when a window is opened and use the HTML 

Events component to handle the OnActivate event of the Window HTML element. 

Note that all tab-related methods work asynchronously. The tab-related methods are TabFirst, TabLast, 

TabNext and TabPrevious methods that activate the first, last, next, and previous tabs respectively. Another 

tab-related method is TabClose. It closes the current tab (also asynchronously). All the methods above are 

available in ADXIEModule only. 

Windowing and Threading 

IE opens its windows in separate threads. Once an IE window is opened, IE creates an instance of your IE module, 

toolbar (IE toolbar module), or IE bar (IE bar module); the instance fires the OnConnect event; the instance fires 

the OnDisconnect event when the current tab (window in IE6) is closing. You can identify an instance of the IE 

module by the ID of the thread that opens that tab (window). Below you will find how different IE versions open 

their windows. 

IE6 opens IE windows in several threads running within several processes.  

IE7 may open several main windows in the same or in different processes if tabbing is enabled and depending on 

the way you open IE windows; each main window contains tab windows running in threads of their own. 

IE8, IE9 and IE10 may open several main windows. Each of them runs in several threads of the same process 

and contains tab windows that run in threads of their own if tabbing is enabled and depending on the way you 

open IE windows as well on the operating system that you use.  

And here are some useful properties:  

• Process ID - theModule.ProcessID 

• Thread ID - theModule.ThreadID 

• IE main window - theModule.MainWindowHandle 

• IE tab window - theModule.ParentHandle; in IE6, this property returns the same value as 

theModule.MainWindowHandle 

• Tabbing is enabled - ADXIEModule.IsTabbedBrowsingEnabled 

• IE Module - ADXIEBar.Module, ADXIEToolbar.Module 
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Instancing 

In whatever way a tab (or window in IE6) is opened, this creates a new instance of the add-on (ADXIEModule), 

toolbar (ADXIEToolbar, ADXIEToolbarModule) or IE bar (ADXIEBar, ADXIEBarModule). This also creates 

new instances of main menu items and context menu items; all of them work in the same thread identifiable via 

theModule.ThreadID. The only thing that works in another thread or even process (IE8, IE9) is the commands 

that you add onto the Command Bar toolbar (IE7, IE8 and IE9); an instance of a command is created for every 

main IE window identifiable via theModule.MainWindowHandle. 

So, the module of your IE extension is created for every IE tab. The total number of module instances is available 

in the GetModuleCount property (GetBarCount,GetToolbarCount). You can access any instance using 

either GetModuleByIndex or GetModuleByThread (GetBarByIndex, GetBarByThread, 

GetToolbarByIndex, GetToolbarByThread); make sure that you supply these methods with proper values 

provided by GetModuleIndex (GetBarIndex, GetToolbarIndex) and ThreadID. 

You can call any public property or method of any module instance even if it runs in another process. This is 

implemented via Remoting. For that reason, such calls are synchronous.  

Mshtml-related classes cannot cross process boundaries; instead of returning such an object in a 

property/method, you need to return the actual information needed such as the URL string or HTML code.  

The sample code below demonstrates using a method defined in the module in order to get the URL of the HTML 

document opened in the current tab (window in IE6). The method is invoked from an Explorer bar; the resulting 

value is used to fill in a ListBox on the IE bar. 

'... 

Public Class MyIEBar1 

    Inherits AddinExpress.IE.ADXIEBar 

  

    Friend WithEvents ListBox1 As System.Windows.Forms.ListBox 

    Friend WithEvents Button1 As System.Windows.Forms.Button 

'... 

    Private Sub Button1_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object, _ 

        ByVal e As System.EventArgs) Handles Button1.Click 

        'System.Diagnostics.Debugger.Launch() 

        Me.ListBox1.Items.Clear() 

        Dim theModule As MyIEAddon1.IEModule = _ 

            CType(Me.Module, MyIEAddon1.IEModule) 

        For i As Integer = 0 To theModule.GetModuleCount - 1 

            Dim aModule As MyIEAddon1.IEModule = _ 

                CType(theModule.GetModuleByIndex(i), MyIEAddon1.IEModule) 

            Me.ListBox1.Items.Add(aModule.GetURL()) 

        Next 

    End Sub 

End Class 
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'... 

Public Class IEModule 

    Inherits AddinExpress.IE.ADXIEModule 

'... 

    Friend Function GetURL() As String 

        Return Me.HTMLDocument.url 

    End Function 

End Class 

Messaging 

Here we talk about features available for ADXIEModule, ADXIEBarModule, ADXIEBar, 

ADXIEToolbarModule, and ADXIEToolbar. 

The SendMessage, SendMessageToInstance and SendMessageToAll methods provide an asynchronous 

way to invoke the functionality of the current, specified or of all instances of a module, toolbar, or Explorer bar. 

This is implemented by sending a Windows API message to a hidden window that Add-in Express maintains. For 

that reason, SendMessageToInstance provides the nativeHandle parameter, a proper value for which can 

be obtained using the NativeWindowHandle property. You can also use the FindNativeWindows method; it 

allows finding hidden windows that belong to the same main window or process in IE. On the receiver side, you 

filter incoming messages (there will be a huge lot of non-related window messages!) and invoke the functionality 

required in the OnSendMessage event. 

The code below demonstrates using SendMessageToAll to keep the same state of a checkbox through all 

instances of an IE bar. 

Friend Class MessageConstants 

    'window messages 

    Public Shared ReadOnly WM_USER As Integer = 1024 

    'custom 

    Public Shared ReadOnly WM_CHECKED As Integer = WM_USER + 10000 

    Public Shared ReadOnly WM_UNCHECKED As Integer = WM_USER + 10001 

End Class 

 

'... 

Public Class MyIEBar1 

    Inherits AddinExpress.IE.ADXIEBar 

  

    Friend WithEvents CheckBox1 As System.Windows.Forms.CheckBox 

 

    Private IsProgrammaticChange As Boolean = False 

'... 

    Private Sub CheckBox1_CheckedChanged( _ 

        ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs) _ 
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        Handles CheckBox1.CheckedChanged 

 

        'System.Diagnostics.Debugger.Launch() 

        If IsProgrammaticChange Then Exit Sub 

        'do my stuff 

        If Me.CheckBox1.Checked Then 

            Me.SendMessageToAll(MessageConstants.WM_CHECKED, _ 

                IntPtr.Zero, IntPtr.Zero) 

        Else 

            Me.SendMessageToAll(MessageConstants.WM_UNCHECKED, _ 

                IntPtr.Zero, IntPtr.Zero) 

        End If 

    End Sub 

 

    Private Sub MyIEBar1_OnSendMessage( _ 

        ByVal e As AddinExpress.IE.ADXIESendMessageEventArgs) _ 

        Handles MyBase.OnSendMessage 

        If e.Message = MessageConstants.WM_CHECKED Then 

            IsProgrammaticChange = True 

            Me.CheckBox1.Checked = True 

            IsProgrammaticChange = False 

        ElseIf e.Message = MessageConstants.WM_UNCHECKED Then 

            IsProgrammaticChange = True 

            Me.CheckBox1.Checked = False 

            IsProgrammaticChange = False 

        End If 

    End Sub 

End Class 

Protected Mode 

On Vista and above, IE 7 and higher runs in Protected Mode, see Understanding and Working in Protected Mode 

Internet Explorer . Protecting users from attacks by running IE with restricted privileges (with the low integrity 

level) sets limits for developers, too. Writing files, registry entries etc. may become a problem. This certainly 

becomes a problem with IE 10 and IE 11 running in Enhanced Protected Mode on Windows 7 and 8. 

Add-in Express supports creating a broker application that allows the developer to access medium integrity 

resources from the add-on run with the low integrity level. 

Creating a broker application project 

Make sure that you have administrative permissions before running Visual Studio. In addition, if you have 

Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, or Windows 2008, run Visual Studio via Run as Administrator. 

In Visual Studio, open the New Project dialog and navigate to the Extensibility folder.  
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This starts the IE Broker Application project wizard. The wizard allows choosing a programming language and 

specifying the strong name file to use.  

If you do not know anything about strong names or do not have a special strong name key file, choose Generate 

new. If you are in doubt, choose Generate new. If you need to use a specific strong name key file later on, you 

will be able to specify its name on the Signing tab of your project properties; you are required to unregister your 

add-on project before using another strong name. 
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The project wizard creates and opens a new project in Visual 

Studio. The broker application project includes three files: 

• App.config 

• IEBrokerModule  

• Program 

The broker configuration file 

The configuration file (App.config) specifies the .NET version 

supported by the broker application and the broker application's GUID. Below are two samples: 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?> 

<configuration> 

  <startup useLegacyV2RuntimeActivationPolicy="true"> 

    <supportedRuntime version="v2.0.50727"/> 

  </startup> 

  <appSettings> 

    <add key="BROKER_GUID" value="{5FC86C08-A685-4F11-A663-14F9DA30A9FB}"/> 

  </appSettings> 

</configuration> 

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?> 

<configuration> 

  <startup > 

    <supportedRuntime version="v4.0"/> 

  </startup> 

  <appSettings> 

    <add key="BROKER_GUID" value="{042D01B9-0B4B-4B6B-9BFA-C9ECEE2BCDE0}"/> 

  </appSettings> 

</configuration> 

Your IE extension must specify the broker GUID when sending requests to the broker application.  

The broker module 

The broker module (IEBrokerModule.cs, IEBrokerModule.vb) provides three events:  

• OnDataReceived – this event occurs when a request from an IE extension is received.  

• OnError – occurs when an exception occurs in the event handlers of the broker module 

• OnInitialize – occurs when the broker application is started 
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Below is an example of accessing a medium integrity resource in the OnDataRecived event of the broker module:  

Private Sub IEBrokerModule_OnDataReceived( 

        sender As Object, e As ADXIEBrokerDataReceivedEventArgs) _ 

        Handles MyBase.OnDataReceived 

 

    Dim request As Hashtable = CType(e.RequestData, Hashtable) 

    Dim response As Hashtable = New Hashtable() 

 

    If request("operation").ToString() = "writeValue" Then 

        Try 

            Dim subKey As String = request("subKey").ToString() 

            Dim valueName As String = request("valueName").ToString() 

            Dim value As String = request("value").ToString() 

            Registry.CurrentUser.CreateSubKey(subKey).SetValue(valueName, value) 

            response.Add("result", "ok") 

        Catch ex As Exception 

            response.Add("result", "exception") 

        End Try 

    End If 

    e.ResponseData = response 

End Sub 

Registering the broker application 

This can be done in a number of ways. Any of them results in creating the key below. Deleting the key unregisters 

the broker application. 

HKLM\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Internet Explorer\Low Rights\ElevationPolicy\{Broker GUID} 

On the development PC, you create that key by just building the project. Note that this feature will cause the broker 

application to register when you rebuild the setup project or solution. To unregister, invoke Clean on the broker 

application project. 

On the target PC, the recommended way is to put the broker application executable to the same folder with the IE 

extension assembly and adxregistrator.exe (see How Your IE Extension Is Registered). Doing this is sufficient; 

adxregistrator.exe will find the broker application and register/unregister it automatically. If you need to deploy the 

broker application to a different folder, you need to use adxregistrator.exe as follows: 

adxregistrator.exe /install {broker application file name}.exe 

adxregistrator.exe /uninstall {broker application file name}.exe 
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Sending requests to broker application and handling responses 

The ADXIEModule, ADXIEToolbarModule, and ADXIEBarModule classes provide the following members 

used when communicating with the broker application 

• OnBrokerStarted event – this event is raised when the broker is ready to accept your requests;  

• BrokerGuid property – you must specify the GUID of the broker in this property, see The broker configuration 

file; 

• SendDataToBroker method – this method sends the request and receives the response: you fill the input 

parameter – which is a HashTable or byte array – with data, call the method and read the HashTable or 

byte array returned by the method. 

In the code sample below it is assumed that the broker returns response data in a Hashtable: 

Private Sub Button1_Click(sender As System.Object,  

                          e As System.EventArgs) Handles Button1.Click 

    Dim request As New Hashtable 

    request.Add("isFileWriatable", fullFileName) 

    Dim responseObject As Object 

    If Me.SendDataToBroker(input:=request, output:=responseObject) Then 

        Dim responseHashTable As Hashtable = CType(response, Hashtable) 

        If Not responseHashTable.ContainsKey("result") Then 

            MessageBox.Show("Incorrect data") 

            Return 

        End If 

        MessageBox.Show("Success. Result=" + responseHashTable("result")) 

        Return 

    Else 

        MessageBox.Show("Request failed") 

    End If 

End Sub 

Debugging and deploying the broker application 

When debugging and deploying a combination of an IE Extension and broker application on an IE version running 

under Enhanced Protected Mode, you must be sure that both your IE extension and broker application are located 

in an AppContainer-readable directory e.g. a subfolder of the Program Files folder. 
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Unsorted 

What are interop assemblies? 

Interop Assemblies provide the compiler with early-binding information on the host application objects, their 

properties, and methods. All IE versions are almost 100% backward compatible and you can use interops from 

IE6 to work with IE7 - IE10. Note, in this case, you can access IE7-10 features using late binding (see the 

InvokeMember method in MSDN). Obviously, you cannot expect an add-on developed with, say, IE8 interops to 

work with IE7 because IE7 does not have some events and properties introduced in IE8.  

MyWinApiWindow Class 

VB.NET 

Public Class MyWinApiWindow 

    Implements System.Windows.Forms.IWin32Window  

 

    Dim theHandle As IntPtr  

 

    Public Sub New(ByVal aHandle As System.IntPtr) 

        theHandle = aHandle  

    End Sub 

 

    Public ReadOnly Property Handle() As System.IntPtr _ 

        Implements System.Windows.Forms.IWin32Window.Handle 

        Get 

            Return theHandle 

        End Get 

    End Property 

End Class 

C# 

class MyWinApiWindow: System.Windows.Forms.IWin32Window 

{ 

    System.IntPtr theHandle; 

 

    public MyWinApiWindow(System.IntPtr aHandle) 

    { 

        theHandle = aHandle; 

    } 

 

 

    #region IWin32Window Members 

 

    IntPtr System.Windows.Forms.IWin32Window.Handle 

    { 

        get { return theHandle; } 
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    } 

 

    #endregion 

}  

Deploying – Shadow Copy 

The Add-in Express loader uses the ShadowCopy-related properties and methods of the AppDomain class. When 

you run your add-on, IE loads the Add-in Express loader DLL referenced in the registry. The loader does the 

following: 

• It finds your add-on DLLs in the DLL Cache. If there are no add-on DLLs in the cache, it copies all assemblies 

to the cache (including dependencies). The cache folder is located in C:\Documents and Settings\<user 

name>\Local Settings\Application Data\assembly\dl<number>. If all add-on DLLs (including dependencies) 

already exist in the cache, it compares their versions. If the versions are not the same, it copies new DLLs to 

the cache. 

• It loads the add-on DLLs from the cache. 

You can see how the add-on versioning influences the add-on loading. 

This approach (it is built into .NET, as you can see) allows replacing add-on DLLs when the add-on is loaded. The 

disadvantage is numerous files located in the cache. As far as we know, Microsoft doesn't provide a solution for 

this problem. You may think you can remove these files in an add-on’s uninstall custom action. However, this will 

remove the files from the current profile only.  

How Do I Find the PublicKeyToken of My Add-on? 

It can be found in the setup project (that must be already built) - click on your add-in primary output in the setup 

project and, in the Properties window, expand the KeyOutput property and see the PublicKeyToken 

property value. 

Deploying Localized IE Add-ons 

IE add-ons are localizable in the same way as any Windows Forms application. But pay attention to the deployment 

of localized resources – see http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/y99d1cd3(VS.80).aspx .  

Breakpoints are Not Hit When Debugging  

This problem occurs when you debug an add-on project targeting to .NET Framework 2.0-3.5 in VS 2010 - 2013. 

The reason is the debugger, which doesn't know what .NET Framework version your add-on uses. To find out that 

info, the debugger checks the .config file of the executable, which is the host application in your case. The 

configuration file name is iexplore.exe.config; if such a file exists, it is located in {Program Files}\Internet Explorer. 

If the .config file is missing or it doesn't point to a specific .NET Framework version, the debugger uses the 
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debugging engine of .NET Framework 4.0. To help the debugger, you can create (or modify) the .config file on 

your PC.  
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Useful 

HowTo: Deal with Protected Mode API  

HowTo: Synchronize settings of an IE plug-in  

HowTo: Get an IE add-on to interact with a standalone application  
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Finally 

If your questions are not answered here, please see the HOWTOs section on  

www.add-in-express.com . We update these pages regularly. 
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